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SAVE $10 NOW
2014 Membership Dues
Membership dues are increasing
by $10 to $125, effective
March 1, 2014. If you want
to save the $10 increase,
renew your membership for
$115 by February 28th! You
can renew online at www.
bluewatercruising.org; by
mailing a cheque, payable to
Bluewater Cruising Association,
to 8886 Hudson Street,
Vancouver, BC V6P 4N2; or by
giving your Chapter Treasurer a
cheque at club night.
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Donna Sassaman, Editor

A

s I write this editorial,
it’s two weeks past BCA’s
Annual General Meeting and the
three Chapters Awards Nights.
At the VI Awards Night, my
husband, Bill, and I received our
Offshore Award for our 3-year
adventure from BC to Mexico to
French Polynesia to Hawaii and
back to BC. Our offshore experience took place from 1990
to 1993. So, why did it take 20 years to receive this award?
Former Past Commodore Glenora Doherty asked us to say
a few words about the time gap when she handed us the
award.
In brief, here’s our story: We joined BCA in 1986 and
were active in the VI Chapter while preparing to head
offshore. On August 1, 1990, we sailed Emrys, our 34' steel
ketch, down Juan de Fuca Strait and into the wide, blue
Pacific. When we returned home on June 18, 1993 after many
glorious adventures, we were forever changed. While our boat
and our bodies had returned, our psyches took a long time
to come home. Please don’t misunderstand: We were happy
to be home – we’d missed our family and friends – but we
found it hard to reconnect with organizations, careers, and
activities that had once been so important to us. Our sense
of disconnection, regrettably, included Bluewater Cruising
Association. We allowed our membership to lapse in 1994,
finally rejoining in 2002. It wasn’t until 2013 that we learned
we could apply, belatedly, for the award...and that is why it
took 20 years for us to receive our Offshore Award.
I’ve heard it said that culture shock is more acute upon
your return home than upon your entrance into a foreign
environment. That certainly was the case for us. It is what
Beth Cooper so movingly described in her January 2014
Currents article, ‘The Challenges of Re-Entry’. So, if you are
a Dreamer or Doer, the moral of this story is to remember
to prepare yourself for re-entry even as you ready yourself
and your boat for offshore exploration...or as you are sailing
from one exotic location to another. Offshore cruising is a
wonderful adventure and is as much about exploring your
inner self as the world around you. You will not return to
the ‘real world’ unchanged. Guaranteed.
On the home front, we have a strong team in our
2014 Board of Directors: Jennifer Handley, Commodore;
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Norm Cooper, Vice Commodore; Myrna Webster, Secretary;
Alastair Handley, Calgary Vice Commodore; Glen Middleton,
Vancouver Vice Commodore; Glen Wilson, Vancouver Island
Vice Commodore; and Boudewijn Neijens, Past Commodore.
We’re still missing that most vital set of skills – the Treasurer
– so if you are qualified, or know a member who is, please
help BCA fill this position ASAP.
In this month’s Currents, Curiositas reports on the Baja
Ha-Ha; Hydroquest describes passage-making from Bora Bora
to Niue; Fairwyn checks in from the Mediterranean; Sea
Whisper explores the Galapagos flora and fauna; and after
sailing there from Panama; and Homers’ Odyssey reports on
Alberta and Guatemala activities. Closer to home, Glenora
Doherty reports on the 2013 AGM and Awards Nights and
on changes to the Archivist position; Shaun Peck updates us
regarding Glen Wakefield’s progress on his planned non-stop
west-about round-the-world voyage; Rob Dodge introduces
us to the first annual ‘Mid Island Sail Training’ (MIST),
planned for early May; Norm Cooper provides another
‘Lesson Learned’; and there is information about this year’s
Ocean Cruising Adventures series, which is now a Bluewater
Cruising Association-sponsored event!
Wishing you fair winds and a Happy Valentine’s Day!
Donna



NOTICE
THANK YOU!

Thank You, Vancouver International
Boat Show Volunteers!

T

hank you to all members who volunteered their
time to staff our booth in BC Place and/or display
boat at the Granville Island Maritime Market and
Marina. Volunteers are what make BCA strong and
visible in our communities and the VIBS is one of
our premier public relations opportunities. You did a
great job and your efforts are much appreciated!
Jennifer Handley
BCA Commodore

Top

By Jennifer Handley
Commodore

Currents

W

hat is your vision for BCA? Can you describe
what our mission is? What are the values that
we as members should exemplify in our interactions
with Dreamers, Doers, Doners, non-members, industry
partners, and/or other supporters?
Recently, your Board of Directors has been in the
process of trying to succinctly articulate BCA’s vision,
review and possibly revise its mission statement, and
identify the Association’s core values as part of a much
larger project that is finally nearing completion. Due
to the sheer determination of Myrna Webster, BCA’s
secretary, and thanks to her leadership over the past
two years, a robust Governance Manual has been written
for the organization. Once approved by the Board —
hopefully within the next couple of months — an
effective governance system will be in place that reflects
appropriate governance standards and is in compliance
with the Society Act of the Province of British Columbia
and BCA’s established Constitution and Bylaws. The
Governance Manual will:
• Articulate clearly the responsibilities of Directors
and Watchkeepers;
• Provide clarity for Directors, Chapter Watchkeepers,
and staff about the organization’s expectations that
go beyond legal requirements; and
• Provide a central location for all Board-approved
policies.
To further assist those who are tasked with running
the Association, the Manual also defines the composition
of, and relationship between, the Board of Directors,
staff, the three Chapters, and individual Watchkeepers,
something that is often confusing to members and,
occasionally, even to Watchkeepers.
The BCA governance structure makes it clear:
• Who is in charge of what;
• Who sets the direction and the parameters within
which the direction is to be pursued;
• Who makes decisions about what;

• Who sets goals, monitors progress, and evaluates
results; and
• Who is accountable for what – and to whom.
And, standards of conduct by which the Board is
required to operate are recorded in written policies that
are reviewed every other year. The governance processes
outlined in the Manual ensure that the organization
is effective in fulfilling its duties of stewardship and
accountability.
Needless to say, there has been tremendous effort put
into the creation of the Manual, with input from current
and past Watchkeepers, Board members, and staff, and
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone
for their contributions to date. There are, however, a few
remaining bits and pieces to be dealt with, one of which
is to articulate the essence of what BCA is. To help us do
that, I am asking you to create either a vision statement
or update BCA’s mission statement (or both) and share
with us what you believe BCA’s core values should be.
As you mull over how you would respond to this
challenge, think about:
• What first drew you to join BCA?
• What is it about the organization and the members
that make you want to renew your membership year
after year?
• If you have been a volunteer at some point, what
led you to say “yes” to volunteer for the Boat Show,
help with a Rendezvous, serve on a committee or
a chapter watch, spearhead a video project, assist
with the production of Currents, etc.?
• If you haven’t yet been a volunteer, what would it
take for you to step up and volunteer this year? How
can I and the other Board members encourage you
to get involved and say “yes”?
• And for the Doers and Doners: Given that many
would say BCA’s primary raison d’être is to help
prepare and send its members offshore, what is
continued on page 6
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Fleets of Bluewater
Cruising Association
the tropics – sun protection, skin infections, basic first aid, etc. There will be
a hands-on workshop with paramedics.
New members are welcome. Just
show up at the meeting or contact
Cameron at vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org. The dues are $50 per boat and
include all members of the crew.
Cameron and Marianne McLean
vanfleet@bluewatercruising.org

Vancouver Island Fleet
and Weather Group

Vancouver Fleet

T

he regular January meeting
on the 28th dealt with power
management, basic electric theory,
and electric storage options. As
well, a number of the Fleet visited
recently-returned, offshore boats,
NautiMoments and Sarah Jean II, at
Point Roberts on the 19th. It was an
opportunity to see examples of the
kinds of boats and their equipment
that have made successful voyages.
The February meeting on the 25th
will cover medical issues at sea and in

At the December meeting, Norm and
Beth Cooper gave a great presentation to Fleet members on how they
prepared their Saga 43, Sarah Jean
II, for offshore cruising. In January,
the Fleet had a panel presentation
and discussion by BCA members on
Food and Water Management, and
Tony Gooch gave a talk on Preparing
for Heavy Weather. A presentation
on Maintenance and Repair of Diesel
Engines in Remote Places is planned
for February. The Fleet meets every

NOTICE
BCA 2014 Member Directory
February 28th is the cut-off date for updating your
website information in time for the 2014 Member
Directory! If you are new to BCA, or have experienced
any changes over the past year — boat, marina,
mailing address, phone numbers, email address, Ham
and/or VHF licence, household composition, yacht
club membership, and/or change in BCA membership
status from Regular to Bluewater or Lifetime — this is
the time to update your Member Profile for the 2014
BCA Member Directory! Here’s how:
4
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two weeks and the cost to join is $60
per boat for the year, which runs until
early May.
If you are planning to sail offshore in
the next year or two, come join the VI
Fleet of 2014, which will have its next
meeting at 6:30 pm on February 12th
in the Discovery Room at RVYC, or
contact us at vifleet@bluewatercruising.org for more information and to
register.
Connie Morahan and Peter
McMartin, VI Fleet Coordinators
vifleet@bluewatercruising.org

1.	Go to www.bluewatercruising.org and log in as
the primary member. The primary member is the
one who pays for the membership; the associate
member is a ‘sub-account’.
2. Click on ‘Manage Profile’.
3.	Click on ‘Edit Bio’. Update your information and
save changes (bottom of page).
4.	Click on ‘Sub-accounts’. Is your partner/spouse
linked to you? Is your boat linked to you?
If they aren’t, follow the prompts to create a subaccount or email Liz at
admin@bluewatercruising.org and ask her to
link you to your partner and/or boat.
Thank you!

CURRENT EVENTS
Calgary Club Night

HMCS TECUMSEH 1820 - 24th Street SW, Calgary, AB
Members $3.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
‘Around Alone 2002’, ‘Vendee Globe 2008’, and ‘Velux 5 2010’ Single-Handed
Yacht Races – Derek Hatfield of Spirit of Canada
It takes tremendous courage, determination, and persistence to race around the
world alone. Derek is the 126th brave sailor to have ever done it.
As perspective, this is fewer than the 400 astronauts who have gone into space, or
the over-15,000 mountaineers who have reached the summit of Mt. Everest. It is a
tremendous accomplishment under normal circumstances, but
Derek Hatfield’s story is truly inspiring.

Calendar
of

Events

FEBRUARY
4 Calgary Club Night
12 Vancouver Club Night
18 VI – Victoria Club Night
20 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Vancouver Club Night

Scottish Cultural Centre, 8886 Hudson Street, Vancouver, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Wednesday, February 12, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Circumnavigating the Land of the Midnight Sun – Kirk Patterson
BCA member Kirk Patterson, half-way through his attempt to be the first foreigner
to circumnavigate the entire Japanese archipelago, will discuss the pleasures and
pitfalls of cruising in Japan. He will introduce some of his favourite destinations and
explain unique Japanese cruising customs. Kirk will highlight the depth and breadth
of Japanese history and culture, and touch on Japan’s unique relationship with the
sea. Prior to starting to sail in 2008, Kirk lived in Japan for 25 years and earned a
PhD in International Relations with a specialization in East Asia studies.

MARCH
4 Calgary Club Night
12 Vancouver Club Night
18 VI – Victoria Club Night
20 VI – Nanaimo Club Night

Vancouver Island – Victoria Club Night

Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon Road, Victoria, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 1930h (doors open at 1900h)
Cruising Under 30: Harnessing Your Inner Captain Ron
- Jennie and Dave Wyness
Jennie and Dave will describe their almost two years of offshore cruising that
included knockdowns, breakdowns, and piracy.

Vancouver Island – Nanaimo Club Night

Nanaimo Yacht Club, NW end of Townsite Road, Nanaimo, BC
Members $5.00, Non-Members $10.00
Thursday, February 20, 2014
Doors open at 19:00 Presentation at 19:30
Sequitur – To Cape Horn in Comfort and Style – Michael Walsh
In 2009, BCA members Michael Walsh and Edi Gelin left Vancouver and headed
south in their Hunter 49, Sequitur. Their first year took them to Mexico, the
continued on page 6

Fostering seamanship &
friendship for
people with an active
interest in offshore cruising
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CURRENT EVENTS

Top Currents (cont’d)
it about BCA that you choose
to remain a member even after
you achieve your dream of going
offshore?
Confused about what the difference is between a vision and a
mission statement, as I was? A vision
statement is inspirational, something
that describes in a few words what BCA
aspires to, wants to achieve over time.
The mission statement describes what
BCA does, who we do it for, and how
we do what we do. Currently, it reads
“Fostering seamanship and friendship
for people with an active interest in
offshore cruising.”
As for BCA’s core values, they are
the essential tenets that undergird
everything we do as an Association.
They do not describe the work done
or the strategies employed to fulfill
our mission; they are the guiding principles, beliefs, or philosophy that are
the essence of BCA’s identity and dictate
our behavior and actions. Examples
of core values include ‘respectful’,
‘authentic’, ‘welcoming’.
The reason why I am so interested in what you think BCA’s vision,

(cont’d)

Galapagos, and Peru. During the second year, they explored offshore, coastal and
inland in Peru and Chile down as far as Puerto Montt. In their third year, they
adventured through Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, around Cape Horn to the
Falklands, and up the Atlantic coast.
The presentation will discuss cruising in comfort and style through remote
regions, wild weather, and unpredictable bureaucracies, and it will focus on their
voyage from Puerto Montt to the Horn and beyond.
Michael made this presentation recently in Victoria and it was very well received.
Michael’s book, Sequitur - To Cape Horn in Comfort and Style, will be available for
sale at the club night.

mission, and values should be is because
the newly elected Board met face-to-face
for the first time on January 25. The goal
that day was to establish our top priorities for 2014. To achieve that, part of the
exercise was to talk about our vision
for BCA and agree on the principles by
which we would like to operate this year.
While discussing governance and process
is admittedly not something of interest
to everyone, if we, as a Board, are to be
effective and efficient in managing BCA
on your behalf, we all need to be heading
in the same direction and be committed
to those core principles. I believe that
you, as individuals with a vested interest

in the future of BCA, would also want
that – so take up the challenge and
contribute to the process!
Are you willing share what you
believe are BCA’s vision, mission
and values? Please email me at
commodore@bluewatercruising.org
or post your thoughts on our Facebook
group page (https://www.facebook.
com/groups/24098380064/). I can’t
wait to hear from you!
Jennifer Handley
BCA Commodore

Welcome Aboard

The following are new members to BCA. We look forward to their participation in the Association.
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Name

Boat

Chapter

Richard Hudson

Issuma

Vancouver

15/11/2013

Nathan Sills

Lorne Nelson

Vancouver

23/11/2013

Lawrence & Penny Talbot

Malahide

Vancouver

28/11/2013

Denise Logan		

Calgary

01/12/2013

Jaimie McPherson

Vancouver

02/12/2013

Thom Bland		

Vancouver Island

02/12/2013

Rudy Witt

Vancouver Island

16/12/2013

Peter Cosmann		

Vancouver

17/12/2013

Wayne Edwards

Esquire

Vancouver

18/12/2013

Dave Beech

Mayu

Vancouver

23/12/2013

Dylan Sherlock

Haiku

Vancouver

24/12/2013

FEBRUARY 2014
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Date Joined



On the Water
Rob Dodge
Nanamuk

MID ISLAND SAIL TRAINING

T

he Mid Island group is pleased to announce the
inaugural Mid Island Sail Training (MIST). On
the weekend of May 3rd and 4th, we’ll break out all
of our skills and offshore gear. On Saturday, we will
be conducting seminars on topics such as man-overboard (MOB) manoeuvres and latitude by merpass
(noon sight), and provide boat visitations to explore
approaches to various equipment and safety requirements. Saturday night will be a BURP.
On Sunday, we will sail to a predetermined location
in the middle of the Georgia Strait, using only non-electronic navigation, windvanes (or sheet-to-tiller setups
for the adventurous), and check out SSB and VHF
transmissions. There will be competitions to determine

who can reef the fastest, succeed in getting an accurate
merpass, hove-to, and recover a MOB under sail.
If you cannot make it to Nanaimo on Saturday, you
are welcome to sail to our secret location and participate
on Sunday only. There is no cost for this event, but
you will need to register on the BCA website. We are
also encouraging skippers to take a mentor with them.
Contact Rob Dodge (nanamuk@hotmail.com,
250-753-1245) for further information or to request
an experienced ‘Doner’ to sail with you. This is your
chance to check out all those theories you read about
over the winter, and the new equipment you just got
at the Boat Show.
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Education
EDUCATION WATCH REPORTS
CALGARY
Mike Gregory
Calgary Education Watchkeeper

many BCA members. This event will be held at the Granville
Island Hotel in downtown Vancouver.

caleducation@bluewatercruising.org

W

atch this column for news of future courses and
workshops!

VANCOUVER
Norm Cooper, Vancouver Education Watchkeeper
vaneducation@bluewatercruising.org
Basic Ham Radio Licensing Course - Starts Saturday,
February 1 and ends Saturday, March 1, 2014
The 31-hour course will cover basic ham radio regulations,
procedures, safety, circuit components, antennas, radio
waves and practice. The course concludes with the Industry
Canada HAM Certification Exam on the final day. Once
licensed, students will be able to use ham frequencies to
participate in the many marine ham radio nets and will also
be able to set up and check in with shore-based ham radio
operators while on ocean passages. The instructor is ham
expert, Ron Kolody.

Carol Hasse - Sailmaker and Brion Toss - Rigger Saturday, March 15
Offshore Sail Prep Seminar - choosing sails, rigging storm
sails, sail inspection, hands-on with your sails.
Offshore Rigging Prep Seminar - offshore upgrades, rigging
inspection, spare parts to bring, special gear and reference
books. This event will be held at the Granville Island Hotel
in downtown Vancouver.
Lee Chesneau - Offshore Weather Meteorologist and
Router - Saturday March 22 and Sunday March 23
An introductory offshore weather seminar for sailors. Full
theory day followed by a full hands-on exercise day. Lee is
a top weather expert from the US and a 40-year offshore
weather forecasting veteran. This event will be held at the
Granville Island Hotel in downtown Vancouver.

Mahina Offshore Cruising Seminar
- Saturday, February 22
Seven months a year, John and
Amanda Neal conduct offshore
instructional expeditions worldwide
aboard Mahina Tiare III, their
Hallberg-Rassey 46. The Mahina
Offshore Cruising Seminar skillfully
presents the knowledge gained from
their combined 584,000 sea miles and
73 years of offshore sailing experience.
The full-day seminar includes their
excellent, 260-page Offshore Cruising
Companion reference book. John and
Amanda are highly regarded, offshore
voyagers and instructors. Their
seminars and training expeditions
have enabled hundreds of sailors
to head over the horizon, including
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Bluewater Cruising Association
presents
Mahina Offshore Cruising Seminar
with John and Amanda Neal of Mahina Expeditions
Coming to the Granville Island Hotel in Vancouver on Saturday, February 22, 2014
For more information, seminar agenda, price and to register go to
www.bluewatercruising.org



NOTICE
Give BCA a Valentine!
Be a sweetheart. Volunteer for your
favourite cruising association!
Two positions are available:
The Treasurer is a Board of Directors position and is
responsible for:
• Receiving and dispersing of finances
•	Maintaining financial records for all receipts and
disbursements
• Liaising with BCA’s bank
•	Coordinating Vancouver club night receipts
(if based in Vancouver)
•	Coordinating the preparation of the annual budget
•	Preparing monthly financial statements, September – June
• Preparing the Annual Financial Statement
• Serving on the Finance Committee

The Advertising Watchkeeper is a commission-paid position
and is responsible for:
• Soliciting commercial advertising
• Collecting advertising revenues
•	Coordinating advertising for Currents, the annual Member
Directory, and the website
You won’t receive chocolates and roses for volunteering with
BCA, but you will receive the gifts of knowing you’re giving
back to BCA and free admission into club nights! Orientation to
the position will be provided.
Contact Commodore Jennifer Handley, commodore@
bluewatercruising.org, to volunteer for one of these essential
and exciting positions!
There are also vacant positions in each of the three chapters
that could also use your help. Check with your local Watch
regarding opportunities to serve.

VANCOUVER ISLAND
Adam Wanczura, Education Watchkeeper
vieducation@bluewatercruising.org
Scheduled
Fibreglass Repair Beyond the Gulf Islands − February 8
The course will be held at Blackline Marine, Canoe Cove,
Sidney with Campbell Black.
First Aid Beyond the Gulf Islands − April 25 - 27
Under Development
Spanish for Cruisers
− February 27, March 6, 13, 20, 27, April 3
This course will be held on Thursday evenings,
1830-2100h, at RVYC.
Successful Life Raft Deployment, Righting, Boarding
and Rescue − Date TBD
This in-the-water course is directed primarily at fleet’s
leavers, and will be offered in spring.
Offerings from CEP and BC Sailing
Safety at Sea − February 24 - 25
Further sessions to the 27th based on prior offerings
filling. (BC Sailing)
Diesel Maintenance − April 5 - 6, tentative

Vancouver 604-271-2111
5-11911 Machrina Way, Richmond, BC V7A 4V3
Sales: Drew Mitchell
Drewm@sales.northsails.com
Sales: Steve Crowe
Better by Design
Stevec@sales.northsails.com
www.northsails.com
Peter Lyons photo
Sail Care: Dennis Lefeaux
Dennis@sales.northsails.com

This course will be facilitated by Ben Gartside. (SNSYC)
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2013 Annual
General Meeting
and Awards Night

From left to right, Norm Cooper, Vice Commodore; Glen Wilson, Vancouver Island
Vice Commodore; Myrna Webster, Secretary; Jennifer Handley, Commodore;
Boudewijn Neijens, Past Commodore. Missing: Alastair Handley, Calgary Vice
Commodore; Glen Middleton, Vancouver Vice Commodore; Name TBA, Treasurer.

By Glenora Doherty
This year more awards were presented to BCA members
than ever before: a total of 34 (twenty in Vancouver,
twelve in Victoria, and two in Calgary), including two
Circumnavigation Awards; seven (Owner’s) Offshore
Awards; eight Offshore Crew Awards; eleven Coastal 999
awards; and two Service awards. The Antares Highfinder’s
Award went to Bill Burr on Tahnoo for his 25-day passage
to Victoria from Hawaii, and Malcolm McPhail is the
proud recipient of the coveted Hill-Padwick (boo-boo-ofthe-year) Award for a tale told by buddy Gary Peacock in
Vancouver. See the list at the end of this article for other
details. Congratulations to all the recipients!

n
l Burr, Tah
goes to Bil
d
ar
w
A
s
Antare
Vancouver

Election results were as follows.
The 2014 Board of Directors comprises:
Commodore – Jennifer Handley
Vice Commodore – Norm Cooper
Secretary – Myrna Webster
Treasurer – Vacant
Vice Commodore Vancouver Island – Glen Wilson
Vice Commodore Vancouver – Glen Middleton
Vice Commodore Calgary – Alastair Handley
Past Commodore – Boudewijn Neijens
As the Treasurer’s Report and minutes from the 2013 AGM were
unable to be approved at the December 17th AGM, a motion
was made to table these items to an Extraordinary General
Meeting to be held early in 2014. Watch for the notice.

oo, in

Heather Cudmore receives Service Award
from Glen Wilson in Victoria.

Dave and Jan Hutchinson, Harmonica/
Dulcinea, receive Circumnavigation Award in
Calgary.
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Geraldine and John Guilfoyle, Sea Reach,
being presented with Offshore Award in
Vancouver.

John Cuzner, J’Sea,
receives Circumnavig
ation
Award in Vancouver.

Sarah Jean II’s Norm
and Beth Cooper rec
eive
Offshore Award in Va
ncouver.

Calgary Awards
Member(s)

Boat Name

Award

Comments

David & Jan Hutchinson

Harmonica/ Dulcinea (Owner’s) Offshore

Dave Hutchinson

Harmonica/Dulcinea Circumnavigation	61,000 nm 2002-2013
(Jan did not cross Indian Ocean)

61,000 nm 2002-2013

Vancouver Awards
Member(s)

Boat Name

Award

Comments

Ron Kolody

N/A

Service

Education Watchkeeper 2004-2013

Geraldine & John Guilfoyle

Sea Reach

(Owner’s) Offshore

Squamish-Mexico-Hawaii-Squamish 2011-2013

Norm & Beth Cooper

Sarah Jean II

(Owner’s) Offshore

Vancouver to NZ and back, 2010-2013

David Minichiello

Sarah Jean II

Offshore Crew

NZ to Hawaii, April-June 2013

Glen Priestley

Barboleta

Coastal 999

BC to Manzanillo, Sep 2011-Mar 2012

Glen Priestley

Tahnoo

Offshore Crew

Honolulu to Victoria BC July 2013

Ken Garfinkle

Barboleta

Coastal 999

BC to Los Angeles, CA Sep-Oct 2012

Heidi Priestley

Barboleta

Coastal 999

Los Angeles to Mazatlan Oct 2011-Feb 2012

Herm Rubzow

Barboleta

Coastal 999

BC to Los Angeles, CA Sep-Oct 2012

John Cuzner

J’Sea

(Owner’s) Offshore

Turkey-St.Lucia-around the world-Florida 2010-2013

John Cuzner

J’Sea

Circumnavigation

St. Lucia to St. Lucia, World ARC Rally, 2011-2013

Bill Burr

Tahnoo

(Owner’s) Offshore

BC-Mexico-Hawaii-BC 2011-2013

Bill Burr

Tahnoo

Pacific Highfinders

25 days HI to Victoria, BC 2013

Ken Garfinkle

Tahnoo

Offshore Crew

Mexico to Hawaii, 2013

Mel Storrier

Tahnoo

Offshore Crew

Mexico to Hawaii, 2013

Hugh Waller

Tahnoo

Offshore Crew

Hawaii to BC 2013

Brenda McNair

Tahnoo

Coastal 999

BC to Mexico, 2011

Malcolm McPhail

N/A

Hill-Padwick

Boo-boo tale told by Gary Peacock

Member(s)

Boat Name

Award

Comments

Heather Cudmore

N/A

Service

Bosun 2007-08, Secretary 2012-13

Daragh Nagle

Chantey

Coastal 999

BC to Washington DC 2011-2013

Cathryn O’Neill

Chantey

Coastal 999

BC to Washington DC 2011-2013

Gord Wedman

Curiositas

Coastal 999

Victoria, BC to San Diego, CA Aug 2013

David Smith

Nuage

Coastal 999

Vancouver to Costa Rica 2005-2013

Carol Smith

Nuage

Coastal 999

Vancouver to Costa Rica 2005-2013

Bill & Donna Sassaman

Emrys

(Owners) Offshore

BC, Mexico, Fr. Polynesia, Hawaii, BC 1990-1993

Gord Macatee

Kuan Yin 1

Offshore Crew

Tahiti, Bora Bora, Tonga, Fiji 2013

Janet Macatee

Kuan Yin 1

Offshore Crew

Tahiti, Bora Bora, Tonga, Fiji 2013

Edie Dittman

Kuan Yin 1

Offshore Crew

Panama, Galapagos, Fr. Polynesia 2013

Robert Carey

Kuan Yin 1

(Owners) Offshore

Victoria, BC to Australia 2010-2013

Bobbie Carey

Kuan Yin 1

Coastal 999

San Diego, CA to Panama 2010-2013

Vancouver Island Awards
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Cruising Adventures
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Enjoy four nights of engaging presentations. Voyagers will share their exciting experiences and practical advice about sailing offshore.

February 28 to March 28
WHERE
Granville Island Hotel
1253 Johnston Street
Vancouver, BC
WHEN
Friday evenings
7:30 pm to 10:00 pm
Doors open at 7:00 pm
COST PER EVENING
BCA Member $10.00
Non-Member $15.00

THE 2014 SPEAKERS
FEBRUARY 28 - POLAR BEARS TO PENGUINS
Nancy Krill and Mark Roye sailed the track of Yankee sealers, whalers and fur
traders from the Eastern Arctic to Alaska by way of Cape Horn and Antarctica.
MARCH 7 - MAGICAL MEDITERRANEAN TO TROPICAL CARIBBEAN
Accomplished circumnavigator Liza Copeland shares her in-depth expertise
cruising the Mediterranean, highlighting ancient sites, cultures and picturesque
anchorages as well as the challenges of crossing the Atlantic Ocean.
MARCH 21 - SOUTH ISLANDER - MEMORIES OF A CRUISING DOG
Mandy Spottiswoode recounts the trials, triumphs and tales of cruising
the inland waters of Beautiful B.C. on a hand-crafted wooden sailboat
accompanied by two cruising dogs.

COST OF SERIES
BCA Member $30.00
Non-Member $50.00
TICKETS
• Online (credit card & PayPal)
www.bluwatercruising.org
• At the door, if still available
• At BCA Vancouver Club Nights
Event coordinated by Anne Brevig
and sponsored by

MARCH 28 - NAKED HANDSHAKES & FLYING LAVA - CRUISING VANUATU
Enjoy wild stories, touching moments and stunning images as Beth and
Norm Cooper recount their explorations through this remote and primordial
South Pacific island nation.

For event tickets and more details go to:

www.bluewatercruising.org
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On the Water
Glenn Wakefield’s Non-Stop, West-About, Round-the-World Voyage
By Shaun Peck
Polyandra

A

t 1:00 pm on September 2, 2013, solo sailor Glenn
Wakefield in Westwind II, cast off from the visitors
dock at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club on a planned
non-stop west-about round-the-world voyage. There
was a gathering of about 40 people on the dock to wish
Glenn a safe passage, including several media outlets.
The boat was moored at the dock with her mainsail
set in a dead calm, but just in time, a gentle SE breeze
arose, Glenn set a lightweight genoa, and Westwind
II was able to sail away from the dock and tack out
of Cadboro Bay. Her prop shaft had been secured and
off Trial Island, on behalf of the Ocean Cruising Club,
BCA Honourary member Tony Gooch recorded her
departure time.
BCA members will have heard Glenn give a presentation both in Victoria and Vancouver following his
previous west-about round-the-world attempt in Kim
Chow, a Choy Lee 40'. For that attempt, he departed
Victoria September 23, 2007, but did not complete the
voyage because after Kim Chow had been damaged and
Glenn injured in a storm (he was unconscious with a
head injury for an undetermined amount of time), he
needed to be rescued by the Argentinean naval vessel,
Puerto Deseado, near the Falkland Islands. The ship was
dispatched through a request from the Patagonian net
of ham radio operators and a number of other sailing
and fishing vessels in the area. Glenn was seen by the
physician on board and was treated for injuries. He
described in more detail the extent of the damage to Kim
Chow, including severely damaged self-steering, inoperable engine, and discharged batteries. In addition, Kim
Chow was starting to take on water through the damaged
hatches and companionway. After carefully considering
the options, Glenn felt he could not safely round Cape
Horn and made a very personal and difficult decision
— and the only logical one under the circumstances —
which was to end his circumnavigation. His decision was
greatly influenced by the love for his family back home.
Kim Chow was abandoned on April 29, 2008.

Glenn then purchased Westwind II in the US and
trucked her across to Anacortes, Washington before
sailing her to Victoria in 2010. He spent three years
completing a rebuild and re-rigging the boat. Westwind II
is a Comanche 42, designed by Sparkman and Stephens
and built in late 1969/70 by Chris-Craft.
Glenn’s wife, MariLou, who is a communications consultant with Encore Communications http://encorecom.
ca/, has been maintaining Glenn’s website, which also
describes the comprehensive refit of Westwind II. Of
particular note is Glenn’s redesign of the companion way
hatch, similar to those on Open 60s. Glenn has been
helped again on this voyage by Ham radio contacts and
he is able to transmit his daily progress to MariLou by
Winlink. He has been assisted in his weather forecasting
by BCA member, Ron Kolody.
Victoria has become a favourite starting (and
finishing) point of solo round-the-world sailors. Tony
Gooch in Taonui completed his 24,362 nm east-about
voyage in 177 days on September 29, 2003. Jeanne
Socrates in Nereida completed her non-stop, east-about,
round-the-world voyage on July 8, 2013 after 259 days.
As of this date of December 16, 2013, Westwind
II is on day 104, in the southern Indian Ocean, having
already passed Stewart Island, the southern tip of
New Zealand and Cape Leeuwin, the southwestern
tip of Australia. She appears to be making a faster
passage than Kim Chow, but by publication date,
will be nearing the most critical part of the voyage –
the rounding of Cape Horn. For all the details, view
http://Glennnwakefieldaroundtheworld.com/.
BCA members may wish to join the 721 others who
are following Glenn’s voyage and the wonderful descriptive blog of his progress as he approaches this part of the
voyage. We look forward to seeing him and Westwind
II safely back in Victoria in 2014.
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Past Currents

By Glenora Doherty

Retired... but not gone!

A

t the BCA AGM on December
17, 2013, I finally got to retire
officially. I’ve spent three years in the
delightful role of Past Commodore
and over eight years serving on the
Board of Directors, including the
position of Commodore in 2009-2010. I’d like to share
some of my parting thoughts with you, as well as some of
my future plans and hopes for the organization that has
been my family for nearly 30 years.
Since I lost my beloved skipper, Peter, in 2005 and
sold Wanderlust V in 2009, I have moved on to a number
of other interests in my life. Singing in a show chorus
(The Maple Leaf Singers), writing books, gardening, and
worshipping at a church every Sunday are not activities
that are easy or always possible when you’re living on a
boat or cruising offshore. I’m also fortunate to have both
my children and five grandchildren living within a short
drive from my house, unlike the first year we were cruising
in Mexico and our daughter was in Surrey, BC and our
son in Peru. Three years ago, I became a true landlubber, buying a modest two-bedroom bungalow, which I
call ‘Wanderer’s Rest’. It’s in a quiet, gated, and incredibly beautiful strata complex called Camberley Green in
Surrey. I love my home and all my new activities and feel
incredibly blessed with the turn my life has taken in the
last eight years, despite the fact that active sailing is no
longer part of it. Instead, I take cruise ships, bus tours, air
travel, or road trips every year to satisfy my wanderlust.
However, I have a number of BCA friends who will
always be dear friends and important to me. BCA itself will
always be important to me. It’s an awesome organization
that became ‘family’ to Peter and me when we left our
military family to move to Vancouver in the early 1980s.
I’ve been a member for over 25 years and served in some
capacity on the Watch or Board for 20 of those. So quite
frankly, I’ve already lived through a lot of the issues the
current Board is faced with and I’m not interested in
working out yet another resolution. I’ve been there, done
that. However, on a positive note, if there’s one thing I do
know, it is that BCA will survive. That’s because every year
we get enthusiastic new members who have a dream of
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sailing offshore and BCA helps prepare them to do that.
We’re the organization that encourages our members to
leave but... For every member who leaves for offshore
and eventually decides to move on to other things and
lapses his/her membership, a new enthusiastic member
joins. And this year, my dream of 500 members came true.
(We came close at 496 in 2009 when I was Commodore
but close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades.)
I was thrilled to hear Commodore Neijens report at the
2013 AGM that we now have 501 members, not counting
honourary and lifetime members. I know BCA is in
good hands, and I’m happy to hand over the job of Past
Commodore to Boudewijn and let him have the fun of
presenting awards to our deserving offshore members and
Watchkeepers every December. It really is the best job in
the whole organization!
Although I’m delighted to be free of the responsibility
of attending meetings and submitting reports, I do not
intend to totally fade away into the sunset. Although I
believe BCA will survive, I remember a point in our history
when we almost didn’t. There is one small condition
that affects BCA’s ability to continue to thrive and that is
remaining true to our purpose and history. I took on the
role of Archivist in 2005 because the Watch at the time felt
it was important for a 25-year-old association to maintain
historical records. I’ve enjoyed that role, writing dozens of
articles about the history of BCA for Currents, including
scanned photos from the early years. I’ve researched and
written about all our accomplishments and who made
them happen. However, the sad point in our history was
when we had certain members of the executive seriously
discussing and considering joining forces and partnering
with a local yacht club, i.e., combining our two memberships into one. Peter was Past Commodore at the time and
was absolutely outraged at the thought that BCA could
devolve into being just another yacht club. Don’t get me
wrong—there’s nothing wrong with belonging to a yacht
club. It’s just that there are over 150 of them in BC but
only one offshore cruising association. We both spoke
out forcefully on the issue. Happily, BCA has continued
to survive as a unique offshore sailing organization – the
only one of its kind in Canada.

And so I will stay on as one of many Past Commodores,
but in my case, also as your unofficial BCA Historian,
because understanding who we truly are and how we
got here is important to our future. At the last Board of
Directors meeting, I made two recommendations that were
approved by the Board:
1. That I remain, not as a Watchkeeper or Board member,
but as a resource to the organization with the title of
‘BCA Historian’. You’ll see my name, phone number,
and email address on the inside front cover of this
issue of Currents.
2. That the physical Archives of BCA (photo albums,
past hard copy issues of Currents, and the Member
Directories) be moved into private storage (my home).

Any member in any chapter is welcome to contact
me at any time if you have any questions about BCA, its
history, its members, its purpose, or its accomplishments.
Call, email, or come visit me at my home where we can
chat over a cup of coffee or a glass of wine and peruse
photo albums or old issues of Currents. I’m always happy
to meet with or talk to another Bluewater cruiser.
Good cruising,
Glenora Doherty
BCA Historian
glenorad@gmail.com
Phone: (604) 496-1463

Editor’s Note: I would like to express my appreciation to Glenora Doherty for her fascinating and informative series
of Archives articles over the years. She brought the history and culture of Bluewater Cruising Association alive
for me – reminding me of people and events I had known and introducing me to people and events that I hadn’t
experienced. Glenora’s articles will remain a valuable resource for years to come. I hope that in her role as BCA
Historian, Glenora will contribute ‘historical’ articles from time to time. Thank you, Glenora!
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100 best bits ever

Latest ARC survey Hydrovane again the most
popular windvane.

WHAT IF...
Autopilot fails
Batteries down
Engine won’t start
Steering broken
Rudder damaged
Crew incapacitated

NO WORRIES WITH HYDROVANE
Hydrovane will safely sail you to port, whether it’s
ten miles or a thousand miles. For ease of use, versatility
and reliability, Hydrovane surpasses all other self-steering
systems. Let Hydrovane be a part of your dream and
return you home safely.

Totally independent
self-steering system
and emergency
rudder... in place and
ready to go.

AC, DC and belt
driven systems from
8 to 1500 gals/hr.

WWW.HYDROVANE.COM

Let Hydrovane sail you home safely.

Jeanne Socrates in Victoria, BC
after completing her solo
circumnavigation on Nereida,
a Najad 380 - August 2012

info@hydrovane.com

604.925.2660

SURVIVE YOUR DREAM
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Postcards

Offshore

from

Hola Familia y Amigos,

F

eliz Navidad. Okay, so that
was a few days ago. We hope
every one of you had a great
Christmas with family, friends,
and hopefully both, surrounding
you. We certainly did back here
in Calgary, Canada, but we are
getting a little ahead of ourselves
once again.
Last summer we spent the
majority of our time in Calgary and
area, playing with Tiago and Kyla,
our twin grandchildren, golfing,
attending various Shrine functions
with our horse, Scribbles. These
included trips to Lethbridge and
Oyen, Alberta and, of course, the
Calgary Stampede Parade.
Lynn and I made several trips
south west to Elkford, BC in the
middle of the Rocky Mountains,
where we have a small apartment.
One of these trips included the
little gaffers for their first trip
that way. On another trip we had
friends from Calgary fly in to
the local strip with their Cessna
182 for a few days of visiting and
golfing and had a great tour of the
Elk Valley from Sparwood to the
Kananaskis Lakes from the air.

Homers’ Odyssey
FRASER 41 CUTTER
Stan and Lynn Homer

Stan and Scribbles share a quiet moment.

Tiago and Kyla hard at work at their new house!

financial gain, so we have decided
to continue to market her around
the world on various websites and
through our friends. We’ll keep her
based in Guatemala for 2014.
Immediately upon return from the
BC coast, we started moving Tisha,
Paulo, and family into their new home
on small acreage just west of Calgary.
This has proven to be a fun move, as
the kids have so much room to run
around and can even help out with
some of the chores. We looked after
the new house and grandkids for 15
days starting October 2nd and soon
after that it was time for me to go to
the Rio Dulce in Guatemala to work
on Homers’ Odyssey.
I departed November 2nd as the
first snow was flying in Calgary and
arrived aboard Homers’ Odyssey, with
daytime temps of 33ºC (92ºF), but
rainy season was almost over so work
began immediately. She was hauled
out November 11th and four days later
we were back in the water with new
bottom paint, zincs, survey, freshly
painted lockers, and lots of internal
varnishing. Back at our marina, the
work continued and included more
cleaning, waxing, outside varnishing, new starting battery, servicing of
injectors, and about 151 other small
projects that kept me busy. As this was
purely a working trip, Lynn stayed
behind in Calgary to help shovel snow.
Not sure which one of us was working
harder, as Calgary had more winter in
November than we sometimes have
had in 3 months. At least I avoided
that part!

September saw us at the BC
coast for two weeks visiting many
sailing friends, a few relatives,
kicking tires at several marinas,
and generally assessing the boat
market there. It is definitely a
Homers’ Odyssey on the hard in very warm Guatemala.
buyer’s market, not a seller’s. After
29½ years, Homers’ Odyssey is
on the market for sale, as we would like to buy a trawler
on the BC Coast suitable for kids and grandkids for the
But, it was not all work, so when Thanksgiving for our US
next few years. The slow boat market at the BC Coast
friends arrived at the end of November, I took the afternoon
convinced us that bringing her back home offers no positive
off and attended a turkey buffet up-river with a good sailing
friend and of course, bumped into many other sailing friends
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Christmas lights at the Homers’ favourite hotel in Guatemala City.

Please follow this link to view all the pictures for this
postcard, as well as past newsletters and pictures: http://
www.nucleus.com/~sjhomer/ho_1.htm.We have not added
any videos this time but will try to do so again in the future.
The twins measure the snow in their backyard. Snowball fight, anyone?!

also in attendance. I did not overeat but when I got back to
our marina they were just finishing up from a turkey dinner
potluck and I was encouraged to help clean up some of the
leftovers. Ya can’t leave everything for other people to do!

Feliz Nuevo Ano and mucho hugs to all.
Stan and Lynn
Calgary, Alberta (only -19°C last night but with
90-kilometre winds!)

Another two weeks of miscellaneous boat chores and it
was time to catch the 5½-hour bus ride from Fronteras to
Guatemala City and stay overnight at the little hotel near
the airport that we have been using for a couple of years.
Our host is a retired pilot and one of his hobbies is setting
up Christmas displays and lights. It takes him three weeks
part time to accomplish this each year.
Late on December 12th I was back in Calgary, greeted
at the airport by son Thomas, his gal Holly, and some damn
cold weather with lots of snow!
As we started to mention at the start of this letter, we
have enjoyed a great Christmas (the weather did warm up,
mostly) with the grandkids and many friends back here in
Calgary. Soon it will be New Years and then shortly after,
Lynn and I will fly to Houston for a few days to visit my
brother. By January 12th we plan to be back aboard Homers’
Odyssey. We have had many email inquiries over the past
month but we are currently looking for that elusive email
that leads to someone purchasing her and hopefully taking
her offshore again. If that does not happen during January,
then we plan to take her to Belize for a few months of sailing,
diving, and exploring, while checking emails every day or
two, just in case!
We wish you all the very best for 2014, whether you
will be sailing our great oceans or on land somewhere with
your anchors firmly planted.
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Letters Offshore
from

Hydroquest

The Dangerous Middle

A

BENETEAU FIRST 405
Sarah and Will Curry

nchored in 20 feet of turquoise water
inside the protected lagoon of Bora Bora
seemed like the perfect place to relax and catch up on some
reading. We were three months into our South Pacific sailing
adventure and there were still many cruising guides on the
iPad that I hadn’t had time to read.
“Hmm,” I thought, as a title caught my eye, “The
Dangerous Middle, I wonder where that is.”
The first sentence had me hooked: ‘Somewhere between
Bora Bora and Tonga is the Dangerous Middle’. Oh.

Three days later we sailed out of Bora Bora’s Teavanui pass
with 1100 nm of blue water between us and our destination,
the rocky island of Niue, 250 nm east of Tonga. On a passage
of this length, we trusted the forecasted conditions for the
first few days, but after that we would just have to deal with
whatever came.
On Saturday, July 12th, five days after our departure from
the calm lagoon waters, my early morning watch revealed
one of the scariest sights at sea. We found ourselves sailing
towards a huge bank of thunderstorms. Every time a lightning
bolt flashed down towards the sea, the
sky lit up to expose a wall of menacing
cloud that stretched along the horizon
in front of us as far as we could see. As
the sun rose, the sky turned deep shades
of pink and red and my mind repeated
over and over: “Red sky at night, sailor’s
delight. Red sky in the morning, sailor’s
warning.” The sky looked like a big red
fireball of swirling clouds.

We spent the following hours of daylight
encased in the dark grey clouds. Deafening
thunder clapped around us and flashes of
lightning were far too close for comfort. We went through
one squall that dropped truckloads of rain onto us for over
two hours. We’d never seen anything like it. Chilly draughts
swooped through and reminded us of the dead of winter.
At the time, all I could think about was how alone we
were – just a tiny speck on the surface of the South Pacific
Ocean in this unstable and variable cloud mass. Why, oh
why, couldn’t we be at home doing normal Saturday morning
things like going for a coffee at Delaney’s and taking Maggie
for a walk?
Our main concern, of course, was that Hydroquest would
be struck by lightning. Our 50-foot mast was the only thing
above sea level for hundreds of miles. We took necessary safety
precautions: Vital electronics, such as the EPIRB, satellite
phone, handheld VHF, and iPad with navigation software,
went into the oven (perhaps it would act as a Faraday cage).
We hooked battery jumper cables onto the shrouds and
dragged them overboard with the hope that they would divert
any electrical current.

There was nothing we could do
but continue on our course toward
Niue – straight into the South Pacific
Convergence Zone (SPCZ) trough.
This is exactly what the ‘Dangerous
Middle’ article had warned of. We had
sailed through very squally sections of
the ITCZ (InterTropical Convergence
Zone) around the equator and the
Marquesas, but we’d never encountered
thunderstorms before.
Boats on moorings in Alofi Bay, Niue.
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and snorkeled in caves and around our boats, listening to the
music of the humpback whales.
Unfortunately, more bad weather was imminent. We had
been warned that you must leave Niue in a westerly as the
only possible moorage area is exposed to the west with no
protection. Rather than head back to sea and sail upwind
to Tonga, we made the decision to stay and wait it out. We
thought it was only going to last one day.

Sarah and Will explore Niue’s caves in calm conditions.

We sat, huddled together at times, in the ‘Lightning
Watch 360’ station for the next twelve hours. With the covers
taken off all of the dodger windows, the view was perfect for
spotting flashes around us. We talked about things unrelated
to sailing and realized (not that we often forget) how lucky
we are to have each other. “This is character building stuff”,
Will assured me.

That night we had wind up to 37 knots from the west,
directly into Alofi Bay. With hundreds of miles of fetch, you
can imagine the swell that started to build. Talk about a lee
shore. Anchoring is impossible in the deep water, so we were
thankful that the NYC maintains their mooring balls so well.
It seems that every year boats end up on the reef here, but
normally through no fault of the moorings. You may have
read about the Fountaine Pajot catamaran, Blue Marble, that
was wrecked this past September. They were on a commercial
mooring ball that failed, a mooring that the NYC told us they
don’t maintain and specifically dissuaded a few larger boats
from using during the time we were there.

The next evening as we came within 25 nm of Niue, a
huge black rain squall engulfed us and began travelling with
us. By now we were thankfully out of the danger zone, but
we weren’t happy about the idea of approaching land with
no visibility. We tracked the squall on the radar and watched
it settle into Alofi Bay on Niue. We were both so frustrated
that we laughed deliriously; mental exhaustion was becoming
evident.
At 2am Will had had enough. Visibility or not, we were
heading in.
By 3am we were safely tied up on a Niue Yacht Club
(NYC) mooring ball. We could hear the swell continuously
breaking on the reef 150 feet away.
Our experience in Niue was also eventful. We enjoyed
two calm days during which we recovered from the stress of
the passage and our encounter with the SPCZ. The taste of
Indian food at Gill’s restaurant made me teary-eyed. Friends
with whom we’d left Bora Bora sailed into Alofi Bay over the
next few days. Although none of them had encountered any
lightning storms, they’d endured the trough’s gale force winds
and big seas. We were all equally glad to be able to get ashore.
Niue is known as ‘the Rock’ and the lack of soil means that
underwater visibility is incredible. We explored the island
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towards the surging water that was rising up and down 10 feet
with every powerful swell. Thankfully, it was decided that, no,
this was not a good idea. In fact, it was asking for someone to
get hurt. They pulled us back in and it was resolved that we
would all swim… in the dark… with poisonous sea snakes
and sharks… in a big swell… the 300 feet out to our boats.
Thankfully it was decided that, no, this also was not a good
idea. We radioed the boats at anchor and two dinghies came
to our rescue.

Will and Sarah standing on the concrete wharf. Happy to be on land!

Two more nights of no sleep. Hydroquest’s motion, tied
to the short scope mooring and bucking in 10-foot waves,
was so bad that I couldn’t leave bed for a whole day. It was
the most seasick I’ve ever been.
Why not go ashore, you wonder? Well, the swell rendered
the dinghy wharf unusable. In normal conditions — swell
from the southeast wrapping into the bay — every dinghy or
runabout boat has to be hoisted out of the water by a crane
onto the 15-foot tall concrete wharf; it’s too dangerous to leave
the boats in the water. The direct swell was now absolutely
pummeling the wharf.
Some of us decided to go ashore as soon as we thought
it was possible. Will and I rowed our dinghy in. Of course,
a huge wave had to hit just as I was grabbing the ladder. It
easily swept me off and I was pulled underwater with my legs
dragging against the barnacles. Our friend Ola jumped in the
water to help me, and he saved my sunglasses, too!
After our dinghy was safely stowed on the wharf, we
spent the whole day hanging around town. We bought food
to make at the NYC that night because none of us wanted
to cook on our rock’n’roll boats. When dinner was over, we
walked down to the wharf. Now it was dark out, and high tide.
The waves that had been manageable before were breaking
over the wharf itself.
I’ll never forget standing in our dinghy as our friends
hoisted it up and pushed the crane (and us) out over the water.
“Is this a good idea?” we shouted as someone pressed the
‘Down’ button on the control and we were slowly lowered
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Exploring the windward side of Niue with the crews of the sailing vessels
Okestern and Ninitaon.

I remember standing on the edge of the wharf waiting for
a good time to jump into the dark waves. My friend Caroline
and I held hands and I think I was screaming. Then we jumped
and swam out to the waiting dinghy.
Luckily, the unseasonal west wind and swell abated after
a few more days and we enjoyed beautiful sailing on the next
few legs of our journey. We never encountered the SPCZ again.
Despite what we faced to get there and the conditions we
had in Niue, we still feel it was one of the neatest places we
visited and we recommend it highly. Those two weeks were
the strangest and most nerve-wracking of our South Pacific
crossing, but the experiences were exciting, too. How is an
adventure really an adventure if you don’t find yourself out
of your comfort zone and dealing with situations that you’d
never thought of? It certainly is character-building stuff.
Sarah and Will recently completed a two-year sailing trip from
Mexico to Australia aboard Hydroquest. Hear more about their
adventures at the Vancouver and Seattle Boat Shows seminars
or visit their blog, http://svhydroquest.com.

Fairwyn
SPARKMAN & STEPHENS 42 YAWL
Stephen and Nancy Carlman

Empty Seas

A

lthough we encounter cargo ships
and tankers when we cross busy sea
transport lanes and fishing boats when close
to any country’s shores, it is surprising how
empty Mediterranean waters can be: here we
are crossing from Sardinia to near Barcelona,
a passage of more than 300 miles, and so far
we have seen two cargo ships, both bound
from France to Algeria, and one sailboat on
a reciprocal path. Our AIS shuts itself off for
lack of activity to monitor.
And this is the middle of July. We listen
in and report to an informal SSB net called
the Dragnet each morning. The dozen or so
cruising boats that report in, many of which were with us
in Marina di Ragusa, Sicily, during the winter, are spread
all across the Mediterranean, from Turkey to Cadiz, Spain,
including Greece, Venice, Croatia, Elba, Corsica, Sardinia,
the Balearics, Mediterranean Spain and Gibraltar. But marinas
are full of boats that either do not move at all or go out for
day sails or snorkelling expeditions.

Puerto de El Masnou

T

his town is a resort with beaches and a marina only a
half-hour by frequent electric train north of Barcelona.
We arrive here because we want to fly to Berlin for a
family 50th wedding anniversary on August 10, and we
have heard the marina is considerably
cheaper than those in Italy. So it has
turned out. We are paying 450 Euros
for the month, including electricity,
water and tax; exactly half what we
were quoted for August in Portoscuso,
Sardinia.
Tourists come here from Barcelona,
other parts of Spain, and from other
European countries. The marina has
1,100 slips filled with mostly Spanish
power, sailing, or pleasure fishing
boats, two sailing schools, charter
boats, and some other flagged boats
that are kept here for people to use for

Fairwyn moored at El Masnou.

their holidays, either as ‘cottages by the sea’ or for cruising
and sailing.
Restaurants in the marina area cater to tourists and
boaters, from tapas places, gelaterias, and local bars to whitetablecloth-three-course-tourist-meal-restaurants, nightclubs,
and a Chinese buffet restaurant that is very popular for
Sunday lunch.
The main grocery store in town is not very large. We
are told we need to go to the Hypermarche in Mataro, 17km
north, for a larger selection. However, I can certainly make
do with this grocery and the covered municipal market, all
glass and stainless steel, with beautifully arranged fish, fruit
and vegetables, and proper butcher
shops. I had expected something like
a farmers’ market, but things are much
more up-market than that, with prices
to match. Stephen had a good time
because he took one tour around
the market, and then sat down for a
coffee at the market bar while I did
the shopping!

Nancy sitting on Fairwyn’s stern seat, taking a break
from boat chores.

We have also found a store that
will put wine in our containers. The
price ranges from about one Euro a litre
for vino de casa to 2.40 for Rioja. The
same shop sells marvellous Serrano
ham, salchichon, and olives.
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time through this gadget. In Spanish the
device creates a ‘red’ (net). At least this is
how I now understand it. It works fine,
but one downside is that we have to keep
the battery charged — rather a nuisance
but not different from charging a phone.

Technical Stuff

A

little technical stuff: When we go to
the phone company, Orange, to see
if we can get an Orange sim card for our
Orange dongle from Tunisia for internet
access, we are told that the dongles are
We have learned how necessary it is
old technology (despite stickers in the
to
have
many places on the boat to charge
Orange shop advertising them). Instead,
equipment — phones, internet access,
the guy wants to sell us something he
laptops, trouble lights, cordless drills,
called WiFi. We get into a communicacameras. Fortunately, most electronic
tion problem because we have already
equipment chargers can use 100-240
learned that there is no WiFi in the El
volts. Our battery charger can handle
Masnou marina, so we do not want to
North American 110 V and European
buy something for WiFi. We ask the
Boat jobs include checking and cleaning
mechanical
systems.
240V, and we have separate wires and
guy if there are other phone companies
sockets on the boat. We then use inverters
around, and he is showing us on the
to transform the 12-volt power from the boat batteries into
map where Vodaphone and Movistar are, when the penny
110, since all our electric tools are from North America
drops: this gadget apparently uses the cell phone signals
(except the 240-volt heat gun that we need to plug directly
to create WiFi in your house or boat so you don’t need a
into shore power). For the electronic equipment bought in
LAN but can use all your laptops and iPads at the same
Europe, we use plug converters.
I guess we should not be amazed at how communication technology has changed over the 14 years since we left
Vancouver. But each change still catches us by surprise and
involves changing equipment.
Meanwhile varnishing proceeds, but we are also doing
various postponed jobs, like cleaning and checking the bilge
pump switch and mechanism, the attachment for the EPIRB,
and the grab bag. Still on the list is cleaning all the Sahara
dirt off the halyards.

Fairwyn, our introducer

F

airwyn, as usual, brings us into conversation with
people, both ‘tire kickers’ who want to know how many
people the boat sleeps and what we want for her, and those
genuinely interested in a classic boat. One of the latter is
Juan Jose Castello, owner of a 60' Choy Lee motorsailor
called Amparo. Although he does not speak much English,
all three of his children do. They are home for the summer
holidays from the University of Toronto and McGill.
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Juan Jose invites us to dinner at this house and, of course,
we accept. His sons, Guillermo and Pablo, pick us up in a
Mercedes and drive us north 10km and slightly inland to
Premia de Dalt, where we enter their ‘farm’ through a steel
gate. The 12-hectare property used to be a summer home farm
for a rich Barcelona family. When Juan Jose brought it more
than 20 years ago, the house was a wreck. He installed his
family in quarters over the stable and spent 7 years renovat-

convenient to services. Even though
the marina has showers, washing
machines, a chandlery of sorts, and a
friendly bar/café, the nearest public
transit is a 10-minute walk away,
and the nearest supermarket is at
least a 20-minute walk. Cruisers use
bicycles to get around.

ing and restoring the three-storey,
yellow stucco house.
Pablo takes us on a tour of the
grounds, and we admire the avenue
of trees leading from the house to
the swimming pool, the view over
the Mediterranean, and the early
19th century chapel with its blue
and white paintings of scenes from
the Old Testament. The chapel is
affected by damp, and Juan Jose’s
wife, Encarnacion, is working to
restore it.
Dinner of gazpacho, paella,
and mocha cake is on the terrace
overlooking their woodland and
some of the farm buildings. We go
back to the boat with a box of fresh
vegetables from their huge garden.

The marina was carved out of a
wetland for the 2007 America’s Cup,
with a dozen large buildings that
housed the contenders for the honour
of racing against the Swiss holders of
the Cup that year. The buildings are
empty but not derelict, and we hoped
that the 2020 Summer Olympics
would be awarded to Madrid because
Valencia was slated to be the site for
the sailing events.

Disappearing Anchorages

Unfortunately for Spain, the
Olympics were awarded to Tokyo.

Valencia’s Science Museum is a futuristic contrast to the
city’s many ancient buildings.

S

etting off from El Masnou, we
hope to gunkhole on our way
to Valencia. I search the pilot book
and charts for possible places to
stop and find none that offers the
kind of protection that anchorages
in BC do. We do the best we can,
trying to tuck ourselves in near
breakwaters, but still outside the
yellow buoys installed to keep us
off swimming beaches, and spend
some rolly nights avoiding having
to pay for marina berths.

Valencia itself is worth visiting:
From its Roman cisterns, now the
history museum; to its markets,
a beautiful Medieval silk market
building, now a tourist attraction;
and the food market in a 19th century
stained glass and iron building; to the
futuristic science and art museums on
the riverbed park created when the
Turia River was re-routed in the 1950s
after a series of floods. Inexpensive
tickets take you by tram, subway, and
bus everywhere in the city.

The most interesting anchorage
Cartagena
is off Benidorm, an incredibly ugly
Detail of the Science Museum’s architecture.
resort with at least 100 highrises
our years after our first visit, we
facing a bay full of water sports. Even though we have to
stop in Cartagena again. The
anchor outside the beach buoys, we do get some protection
‘new’ marina is much the same as it was, but a permanent
from a rocky point that shelters us from the northerly swell,
building for showers and toilets is “within a few weeks of
and we are certainly entertained by all the activity, including
completion”. The temporary building from four years ago
a waterskiing circuit with the skiers pulled by cables.
remains, with a plywood floor that needs mopping after
every shower.

F

Valencia

R

ecommendations from other cruisers lead us to the
Marina Real Juan Carlos I, because it is inexpensive
... by Mediterranean standards. The main reason it is inexpensive is that it is far from the centre of Valencia and not

This year, however, we are in time for the start of
the annual festival marking the 209 BC battle between
the Carthaginians and the Romans. This battle, between
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Hannibal’s brother, Hasdrubal,
of New Carthage (Cartagena)
and the Roman General Scipio,
was won by the Romans.
The historic result, however,
does not matter to the hundreds
of modern Cartagenians. They
dress in colourful costumes representing legions on both sides,
build elaborate, temporary bar
restaurants behind the football
stadium, and parade with drums
and lances, with their women
and children, also in costume,
under lighted representations of
warriors and chariots through
the streets of Cartagena.
One temporary restaurant with ‘Roman centurions’ posing in front of it.

The festival continues
for nine days, with a serial
live drama every night
re-enacting the preparations, campaign, battle,
and aftermath. Associated
activities include a
car-free day with bicycles
ridden by locals of all
ages around the town, a
zumba afternoon, a classic
car parade (which either
does not happen or has
a different route), and a
fun fair.

The festival included colourful LED
street decorations.

We do not revisit the
several tourist sites we
saw on our first visit, like the Roman theatre discovered
only in the 1980s when some houses fell down, the tunnels
in the rock where people sheltered during the Spanish Civil
War in the 1930s, and the superb museum of underwater
archaeology, but we do take in the Punic wall museum, again
discovered only after a medieval hermitage was demolished.
This museum served as an excellent introduction to the
Carthaginian/Roman festival.
As usual, cruisers’ plans are carved in jello, so we are
not sure where Fairwyn will take us next.
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Curiositas
VALIANT 40 CUTTER
Wayne Lidstone and Judy Thompson

San Diego to Cabo San Lucas
The Baja Ha-Ha

W

e elected to participate in the Baja Ha-Ha sailboat rally
(http://www.baja-haha.com/) to Cabo San Lucas
partly for the social aspects, and partly because our insurer
would then allow us to do the overnight offshore trips with
just the two of us on board. (For those of you who are less
experienced sailors, check this out with your insurer. Having
successfully arrived in Cabo San Lucas, our insurer has now
given us the green light for night sailing anytime.)
This was the 20th annual Baja Ha-ha and over 160 boats
from all over the west coast of North America had signed up to
leave San Diego for Cabo San Lucas on October 28. Two stops
were planned along the way: Turtle Bay and Bahia Santa Maria.
Both Downwind Marine and West Marine sponsored talks on
cruising topics and hosted social events in the weeks prior
to leaving. The highlight of this was the costume Halloween
party and, as you can imagine, there were plenty of pirates
and wenches! As previously mentioned, the Harbor Island
West Marina folks also hosted a pool-side margarita party for
all of us at the marina (and guests) heading south. With all
the last minute preparations we had, it was hard to fit in the
social events, but we managed…

The Baja Ha-Ha fleet leaving San Diego Harbor.

The Baja Ha-Ha rally has a race component, but it’s not
really a race and certainly that is not the objective. They have
start and finish lines, and boats keep track of their time on
each leg, including number of hours of motoring and sailing
(unlike most sailboat races where you can’t use your motor).
Boats are divided into divisions, loosely based on overall
length. We found ourselves in a division with a bunch of
Beneteaus and other fast boats. Our chunky-built-for-offshore
Valiant didn’t have a chance.

San Diego to Turtle Bay

L

eaving found us in light 10 knot southerly winds (why is
it always on the nose?) and it was pretty crazy, especially
through
the first night, to have all those boats tacking back
Finally, after getting all our Mexican paperwork in order,
and forth in close quarters. Add to that the usual fishing
a Costco run (with Margaret from Heart and Soul), and many
boats and commercial traffic. Being one of the slower boats
trips to the grocery store and chandlery, October 28th arrived
kept us somewhat out of the fray. The wind finally shifted
and it was time to leave, ready or not. You’d think that having
to the north the next afternoon, but it was still only about
been in San Diego for over a month we’d be prepared, but,
10 knots. We were only making
well, what can I say?
about 4 knots speed over ground.
The morning turned out to be
The following day the wind picked
the grayest misty day we’d experiup to over 20 knots, and so I took
enced since leaving the northwest.
down the headsail at night, just
It was obviously time to head south.
in case it continued to increase.
Baja Ha-Ha boats participate in a
It didn’t and we continued on
parade as they leave the harbor.
for the next day with 10-15 knot
We hung back a little as we weren’t
winds, mostly from the north.
feeling overconfident in close
Crossing the race finish line just
quarters with 160 boats.
after midnight on November 1st,
As a result I had a great view
we motored into the anchorage
from behind (which is pretty much
at 0700h, one of the last boats to
where I was through the whole
arrive.
Wayne and Judy’s first sighting of Mexico trip!).
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Turtle Bay is a huge bay, with a village at one end and a
never-ending beach. The organizers had planned a potluck
beach party for that afternoon, so I scrambled to put together
some goodies to take. Pangas − Mexican fish boats − were
offering their services to take us ashore and we took this
option rather than launch our dinghy and have to deal with
the surf running ashore. At $3 USD each it was worth it, and
we felt we were contributing something to the local economy.
The beach party, including volleyball, tug-of-war, and lots of
great food and drinks, was a chance to catch up with crews
from other boats and discuss our various experiences.

Turtle Bay to Bahia Santa Maria

B

ecause we’d taken so long to get to Turtle Bay, and only
had the afternoon there, we regretfully didn’t have a
chance to get into the village. We had the anchor up at
0800h the following day, heading for the 0900h start. Winds
were light to start with and we caught our first fish, a striped
bonito (a type of tuna). We had bought a hand line, a few

Everyone off your boats for a game of beach volleyball!
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The one that didn’t get away!
A striped bonito.

The striped bonito was lunch an hour
later. About as fresh as it gets...

basic lures, and our Mexican
fishing licenses in San Diego,
not really thinking it would
amount to much, but we are
glad we made the small investment!

before fickle winds wrapped
it around the forestay and we
decided to take it down before
dark.

Through that night and the
next day, winds were light and
seas rolly. However, we were
By 2100h we were looking
managing to average about 3
at over 20 knots. This continued
knots so we resisted the urge
for the next 30 hours, sometimes
to turn the motor on. During
gusting to over 30 knots. While
the night, the wind died to less
we appreciated the winds, with
than 5 knots - 0 at times. We
only two people on board we
were losing steerage and found
found it pretty challenging and
ourselves drifting backwards at
tiring to manage watch duty
times. This required jibing to
and get enough sleep. We kept
Sand, surf, and popular anchorage in Bahia Santa Maria.
stay on a reasonable course, so
6-hour watches during the day,
both of us were up all night,
and 3 hours at night. As it is
me dozing in the cockpit, Wayne at the
hard to sleep during the day, we found
helm, getting me up every half-hour or
we rarely got more than 3 hours sleep
so with “Judy, it’s time to jibe.” Imagine
at a time. The morning of November
being within 20 miles of the finish line
4th found us crossing the finish line and
and drifting.
dropping anchor in Bahia Santa Maria.
Again, one of the last boats to arrive, but
As we were so close, Wayne was
we had sailed all the way.
determined to sail all the way; me not so
much. However, he is the Skippie and so
Bahia Santa Maria is another huge
‘sail’ we did until 1422h, November 8th,
bay with a 9-mile-long beach. There is a
before finally crossing the finish line. Only
small collection of houses, but no village
one other boat was nearby − they had
as such. Being exhausted and as there
engine problems and could not motor.
were no organized activities that night,
Typically, shortly after we turned the
we opted to stay on the boat and rest. The
motor on, the wind picked up to 15-20
following day, another beach party was
knots on the nose, with steep waves
planned, this time a dinner hosted by the
coming at us. It took us 4 hours to get
local community. Again, we decided not
It’s flying! Spinnaker run in light winds.
around the corner into the anchorage at
to fight the surf and took a panga in to
Cabo San Lucas. We were too late for the party at Squid Row,
shore. $15 a plate bought us a delicious seafood stew, grilled
a local nightclub, but we could brag that we had sailed the
mahi mahi, and salad. A live band, beer, and tequila rounded
whole way (not sure about the trade-off, I heard the party
out a great afternoon.
was pretty good).

Bahia Santa Maria to Cabo San Lucas

N

ovember 6th was an early start and we had the anchor
up before 0700h. Winds were light 5-10 knots and
from the northeast so any boat that was carrying a spinnaker
had it up. Quite a sight to see, especially from our usual spot
near the rear! We’d only had our spinnaker up once before
(and not very successfully), but remembering our lesson
from Brent at Blackline, we managed to get this huge mass
of light sailcloth to fly. It helped us along for several hours

The Baja Ha-Ha rally wrapped up with an awards
ceremony on November 9th. This was a more formal affair,
with seating in the boatyard parking lot, and the beer was
free. As the rally emphasis is on having fun and meeting
people, every boat was presented with an award. I expected
to pick up some kind of booby prize for being last boat in
to anchor. To our surprise, because we were the only boat
in our division (and one of about 7 boats overall) to sail all
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the way, we won first prize! This consisted of a blue ribbon,
a Baja Ha-Ha t-shirt, and a copy of Tightwads on the Loose: A
Seven Year Odyssey by Wendy Hinman.
We learned a lot from being part of the Baja Ha-Ha rally,
and had fun as well. Although we did not have any significant
problems on the trip, boats that did were eagerly supported
with help from other crews. We experienced sailing among a
group of other sailboats during the day and at night, as well
as offshore sailing with only two crew on board. Listening
to and using the VHF and SSB radios got us more comfortable with these important tools. We met many people, who
are going to be cruising in the same places we are, and look
forward to meeting up with them again and again.

Cabo San Lucas

Margaritas at the dinghy dock...civilization!

I

of entry into Mexico for us, we had to
t was a bit strange to be in a
complete immigration and check in
city again. When you are at sea
the boat with the Port Captain. We’d
for awhile, you tend to forget about
completed most of the forms on the
things like houses and cars. Many of
internet before leaving San Diego. Our
the Baja Ha-Ha boats crowded into
original plans were to hire an agent to
the marina, but we opted to anchor
assist with the check-in procedures
out along the beach and in front of
($70 USD), but we changed our minds
the hotels. One of our first tasks was
and did it ourselves. It was relatively
to get the dinghy in the water. We
easy and only took about two hours.
have to lower the outboard motor
We identified ourselves as a boat from
using a block and tackle strung from
the Baja Ha-Ha and I think this helped
the boom with one person doing the
to smooth the way.
lowering and another (me) in the
dinghy to guide it into place. On
The day before leaving, we took
Skippie in ‘The Hat’ at Cabo San Lucas.
this day, the wind was blowing and
the local bus (a bone-rattling expethe surf and chop were significant.
rience) to Wal-Mart to get provisions. There were many
We very nearly lost both me and the motor overboard. A
American products, but even so, you cannot expect to find a
few more lessons learned... While it was beautiful (not to
full range. I can see that I should learn more about Mexican
mention, cheaper) to anchor out, we did find there was a lot
cooking so that I can use the different local fruits and vegof noise from the beach bars, jet skis, and various other tour
etables. I made the stupid mistake of not taking our Spanish
boats, as well as a lot of wake from sport fishboats, pangas,
for Cruisers book along and had to guess at quite a few labels.
jet skis, hang-gliding boats, etc. I expect the marina was
Also by way of learning, I should not have attempted to do
noisy too, and for sure it was very hot as there was no breeze
all the provisioning in one day. It got to be too much to carry
in the enclosed, packed harbour.
(even though we took a taxi back, we still had to fit everything
One of our first ‘tasks’ ashore was to indulge in a couple
of margaritas. The harbour is lined with restaurants and bars
and I found 2-for-1 margaritas just steps from the dinghy dock.
Five days in Cabo were spent relaxing, checking out the
shops, completing our port of entry, and getting provisions
for the next leg of our trip. There is a full range of shops in
Cabo − from local trinkets to Prada. As this was the first port
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into the dinghy and then get it onto the boat) and I didn’t pick
up some things that we later regretted, e.g., wine!
Our time in Cabo was nice, but after 5 days we’d had
enough of the busy-ness and looked forward to some more
quiet times. We pulled up anchor November 13th and headed
north towards La Paz.
Check out page 4 of the photo gallery for pictures of Curiositas
taken by other boats at http://www.baja-haha.com/.

Sea Whisper
The Galapagos Islands

W

FRASER 50 KETCH
Lionel Dobson
and Barbara Erickson

hen your grandchildren talk to you
about Macaroni Penguins, Marine
Iguanas, White Tip Sharks, Sea Turtles,
Flamingos, Land Tortoises, and the Red River Volcano, they
must be speaking about the species in the Galapagos Islands.
The Galapagos lie at 1° 01' S and 90° 39' W. En route to
the South Pacific, the Galapagos became the first leg of Sea
Whisper’s journey to French Polynesia.

Which one of the five main islands should we visit?
Our immigration visa allowed us to visit several islands up
to 90 days, or one island for 20 days. Seven-year-old Caleb
suggested Isla Isabela, “The one that looks like a seahorse,
Grandma, and that’s where the Macaroni Penguins live.” We
went with this idea because: a) It was the largest island of this
diverse and unique archipelago, and b) we were on a mission
to please our grandchildren.
For the next 20 days we would vividly experience the
world-recognized flora and fauna on which Charles Darwin
based his Theory of the Evolution of Species.

Dates and Facts
1535: Fray Tomas de Berlanga (1487-1551) discovered the
Galapagos.
1832: Republic of Ecuador took possession of Galapagos.
1835: Naturalist Charles Darwin arrived in Galapagos on
board HMS Beagle.
1959: The Galapagos Islands were declared a National Park.
1979: UNESCO declared the Galapagos Islands as a Natural
Heritage Site.
Population: 25,400.
Land area: 8,000 sq. km.
National Park: 97% of land surface.
Marine Reserve:
138,000 sq. mi., extending 40 miles around it.

Arrival at Puerto Villamil

T

o our surprise, a fleet of 23 yachts was anchored in
the harbour at Isla Isabela. Sea Whisper and one other
yacht displayed the only two Canadian flags. There were
five kid boats, two singlehanders, a strong British contingent, and a Norwegian yacht that had an interesting story.
Eight young enterprising and ‘fun to be with’ adults formed
a syndicate, bought a 45 ft. catamaran, left their jobs in

Norway, and started sailing around the world.
Blue Marble is her name. It’s worth checking
it out at www.Bluemarble.com. We hung out
with the crew...joining in the celebration of
Lars’ 30th birthday and sharing a tour day on the west coast
of the island.

Checking In

T

he usual Immigration and Visa procedure: At Isabela,
with a local agent known as JC, we were informed that
our boat would be inspected and possibly sprayed as the
officials are particular about foreign diseases entering the
Galapagos. I didn’t relish the thought of a chemical mist
in my lockers and stores. My bay leaves in the flour and
bean bins are doing their job, thank you very much. So I
scrambled to put things in order: polished and shined up the
galley, the main cabin, the fore and aft cabins, and rolled out
the Mexican wool rugs. Five smartly-dressed officials came
on board. After a brief look about, including taking photos of
fresh garlic in the galley and a peak in the almost bare fridge,
there was a question about our disposal system and holding
tank. It was suggested that the basil plant that was living
outside in the cockpit be moved inside the boat. A look of
consternation at my baby seashells, I quickly blurted out,
“These came from Panama!” We got a stamp of approval.
We were good to go! Signed, sealed, and delivered…and no
spraying. Whew!

The Town of Villamil

P

uerto Villamil is a sleepy town with lagoons, white
beaches, and white-tipped sharks (tintoreras) in channels
carved out of the coral and lava deposits in the turquoise
waters. In the urban centre we found the markets, laundry,
bakery, restaurants, and internet.
We hailed water taxis to ferry us around the surf to the
dock and then we walked 2 kilometres on dirt and dusty
roads, schlepping laundry, groceries, computers, camera, and
you name it! Our favourite pit stop was the panaderia where
Elizabeth made the best coffee and provided pan au chocolat.
Getting to know the markets, we made the rounds in search of
the freshest vegetables and fruit. The organic pollo was at the
little red market around the corner from the church. One day
I managed to snag the only cabbage in town and, disguised
at the back of a cooler, a bulk supply of Parmesan cheese. It
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pays to snoop! The post office displayed the best t-shirts and
we bought four for the grandchildren.
A mid-day $5.00 lunch special included fish, rice, salad,
and a soft drink. The kids play in the streets and in the surf
at the town beach, everyone drinks coke and eats bags of
chips, the guys drive Toyota pickup trucks (2010 vintage)
and the church bells ring at 7 o’clock every night. This is the
local scene where houses and tiendas blend together (without
fences), and strung-out hammocks, bougainvillea hedges,
and wandering chickens fill in the gaps between the dirt and
dusty spaces.
On a hot steamy day, at ‘Tropical Tours’, a pretty
young Ecuadorian woman, Magella, who was seven-months
pregnant, signed us up for our first tour, a hike to Sierra Negra,
the second largest volcano crater in the world.

Volcan Sierra Negra and Volcan Chico

T

his major trek was an 18-kilometre day, hoofing through
farms and the highlands of Isabela to the edge of the
crater of Sierra Negra. Since Isla Isabela has more than 58%
of the entire land area of the Galapagos, it’s understandable
that there could be a chain of six volcanoes, some of which
are intermittently active. We walked through thick and lush
vegetation, groves of native trees and cacti, and then onto
the ridge of an enormous bowl 10 kilometres across. We all
stood as soldiers, the sun burning our backs, awestruck at
how ungainly the earth had been recreated after the eruption
of the volcano in 1998. Steep, lush, verdant peaks and
high ground had collapsed into a gigantic barren bowl of
crumbled lava rock. Miles and miles of moonscape with 200'
bright green, curtained fringes provided a view seemingly

Volcan Sierra Negra’s giant crater, the second largest in the world.
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Barb and Lionel enjoy the view of the crater.

forever. And we could see how the red river of lava had once
scarred a pathway across the crater floor. What a view by
which to eat our sandwiches and fresh fruit lunches! Can
you imagine it?
Onwards for 1.5 kilometres, we descended onto the lava
floor of Volcano Chico. Void of any vegetation — just vents,
canyons, and lava rock spewed in all directions for miles
and miles. We walked on the ‘hardscape’ up and down the
canyons, capturing the unfamiliar scene of this boulder land.
High on a ridge, we reached our destination. It was time for
water, refreshment, and a chance to soak up the extraordinary
view. Can you imagine the lava flowing down the mountains
all the way to the sea? This was our view! This was our day.
Nine kilometers back to base camp we hiked.

The vents, lava, and remains of the ‘red river’ in Volcan Chico’s crater.

he’s huge (the males have a little tail at the back). He must
be almost 100 years old!” All of us were enthralled with
their heavy armature and their strong, muscled, stubby legs.
These giants are the emblem of the Galapagos, and Isabela
Island is the only place in the world with five different
species. 1.5 kilometres from Port Villamil is the breeding
centre. On another day, Lionel and I observed all ages and
sizes of land tortoises and learned about the process of
breeding and reproduction of these creatures in captivity to
protect the wild population, which is considered in danger.

The Wall of Tears.

The Wall of Tears – Muro de las Lagrimas

I

n the Parque Nacional Galapagos, there is a poignant
historic landmark. A visit to the site reveals a wall 100
metres long by 7 metres high, built of huge blocks of lava.
From the years 1946 to 1959, there was a penal colony on
Isabela and to punish the prisoners, they were forced to
build ‘The Wall of Tears’. The phrase, “You cry or you die,”
epitomizes the prisoners’ painful toil. Close by are concrete
pads where Americans had their houses in World War II.
Four of us walked up many stone steps to capture grand
views of virgin forest and the ocean beyond.

Marine Iguanas are large and quite formidable.

West Coast Tour with Pako and Huleo…and all the
sea life

O

ne day, ten cruisers formed a group and hired a private
boat that took us 75 kilometres up the west coast of
Isabela. With twin 140 Suzuki motors, we didn’t waste any
time. Before long, Pako’s 30' speedboat landed very close to
rocky shores and, in the foamy surf, we could see hoards of
sea lions and marine
iguanas bobbing along
with penguins. “Oh,
there are the Macaroni
Penguins!” I exclaimed.
More creatures to check
off our list!

Emblem of the Galapagos – the giant land tortoise.

Land Tortoises

A

dding to the enchantment of the National Park excursion
was the discovery of many land tortoises. The big brown
male and female reptiles tiptoed into our pathway from their
natural habitat, the Galapagos National Park, which makes
up 97% of the entire land surface. “Oh, there’s a tortoise, oh
there’s another one. Is it a male or female? Look at this one,

Grandson Caleb was happy to see
Macaroni Penguins!

The next part of
our journey was to fish.
Our intrepid naturalist
guide, Pedro, whipped
out a rod, reeled the
line out into the sloppy
sea, and within five
minutes we had a yel31
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lowtail tuna. Now it’s time to put
two lines in the water…maybe a
double-header? You guessed it: both
rods went zinging at once. Whoops,
one line comes up with no wire
leader and no lure. No fear, the next
line comes up and produces an even
bigger catch than the first one. With
this tuna fighting hard, Andy from
Blue Marble reels it in. Pedro does
a fine job of gaffing it. We have the
makings for ceviche! Mr. Yellowtail’s
head was sliced down the back as part
of the cleaning process only to attract
a Hammerhead Shark. Yikes! With
tunas in the fish-hold, we moved on
to a bay and into a lagoon to visit the
sea life. With wet suits, masks, and
snorkels, we all dove into the rather
chilly waters and played with the sea
lions and sea turtles and observed the
Blue-footed Boobies and the Flightless
Cormorants. Back to the boat to warm
up and eat freshly-made Ceviche.
Anchor up and everything
battened down and we were off to
another swimming hole. We entered
this bay with rock pinnacles and lava
outcrop where the water is much
warmer. Plunging over the side into
the deep, we instantly swam with more
giant sea turtles and sea lions. And

Volcanic rocks and tumultuous sea.

The guide-naturalist hooked a beauty of a
Yellowfin Tuna.

Just Add Water.

Scan to watch a video
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on the rocks right before our eyes, we
spotted the most handsome Macaroni
Penguins you could imagine. We stared
at their sharp demeanor as they posed
so stately. They are adorable and I
think they know it! It was such a thrill
to watch these rare, beautiful birds in
their natural habitat. On the way back
to Puerto Villamil, Pako’s boat made
a stop at Tunnelles del Estero. These
are tunnels and arches that lead under
the sea and were formed by volcanic
eruptions. We walked on the paths
along the edges of the tunnels and
marveled at the wonders of nature.

Goodbye to the Galapagos

L

og Entry: 0830h, 1430 UCT
depart Isla Isabela, Galapagos for
Hiva Oa, the Marquises. We have had
a brief visit with the natural history
of the Galapagos and can appreciate how the unique flora and fauna
has given the Galapagos worldwide
recognition and how the naturalist
Charles Darwin, over 150 years ago,
concluded his Theory of the Evolution
of Species.

OOPS!
Submitted by:
Subject:
Location:

LESSONS
LEARNED … The Hard Way
			
Norm Cooper on Sarah Jean II
How to Jeopardize Your AIS and VHF Reception at Night
Night passage off the west coast of Baja Peninsula, in the midst of the Baha Ha-Ha fleet

Situation:	
While sailing southward towards Cabo, we were surrounded by many vessels with AIS
transponders. On the chart plotter we appeared to be part of an immense armada of grey
triangles. That was during the day. At night, for some reason, the AIS armada seemed to get
much smaller - fewer boats. At first we thought the boats might be deliberately moving further
apart at night or perhaps turning off their AIS units to save power. But this did not make
sense. Then, a few nights after observing this strange phenomenon, we noticed that as soon
as we turned on our tri-colour masthead light, half the AIS targets would disappear! When
we turned the masthead light off, the boats would all reappear. Clearly the masthead light was
interfering with our AIS reception.
		
In subsequent experiments we learned that our masthead light also caused significant
interference with our VHF radio reception. Scratchy reception could be resolved simply by
turning off the masthead light. We discussed this issue with other cruising boats fitted with
LED masthead lights. Many had much better VHF radio performance with their masthead
lights turned off.
Mistake Made:	We installed an OGM (Orca Green Marine) combo LED masthead light with a tri-colour light,
anchor light and a strobe. It is a neat unit. On our masthead we also have two antennas; one
for AIS and one for VHF. They are mounted on struts just below the mast head. The centres of
the antenna whips are within a couple of feet of the LED masthead light.
		What we learned is that many LED lights emit significant RF (radio frequency) that can
interfere with AIS and VHF radios that operate on similar frequencies. Efforts to suppress the
RF with the installation of a ferrite, and even the replacement of the light with supposedly
improved non-RF unit from OGM did not work. The problem still remains but we are aware
of it and have learned to manage around it in various ways.
Lesson Learned:	Be aware that some LED lights emit RF that can interfere with devices such as AIS and VHF
radio. Do not install LED lights and antennas in close proximity, if possible. For example, an
LED stern light might interfere with an antenna mounted there. Research the brands. Perhaps
some do not emit RF. Get data from cruisers, not the manufacturer. Test your system before
going offshore. Turn on your AIS and count the targets. Turn on your masthead light and count
again. Did any targets disappear?
Repairs:	The next step for us is to try flipping the antenna whips to point downwards so they are further
distant from the masthead light. After that we will try moving the AIS antenna elsewhere.
Have a Story?

		

 e have all made mistakes and learned valuable lessons the hard way. Do you have a story you
W
want to share with BCA members so we can learn from your experience? If so, please submit
it for publication in this column using the section headings ‘Submitted by’ through ‘Repairs’
or ‘Lesson Learned’. Thanks!
Send your story to currents@bluewatercruising.org with ‘OOPS!’ in the subject line.
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BOATS
For Sale: Fraser 36 Cutter.
It’s time to move on to
another adventure. We are
selling Aleydabeth, our
Fraser 36. She was launched
in 2008, and is currently
sitting in San Blas, Mexico.
She is well built, well
outfitted (how many boats
do you know of with a Lavac
Baby Blake head?), and
only 5 years old. We want to see if there is any interest in
the BCA community in Canada before we list her with a
broker in Mazatlan. We are asking $120,000. I can provide
any details requested. Lyle, lbalmers@gmail.com
For Sale or Trade:
Nicholson 42. Gosling
is ready for her next
adventure. Built in
Britain in 1974, to Lloyd
Standards, she is a solid
and comfortable cruiser
with many upgrades. She is
presently on the Caribbean
side of the Panama Canal
but will be sailed to Rio
Dulce by April 2014. If
you are considering buying
a proven cruiser already
situated in the tropics,
consider Gosling. She is ketch-rigged, center cockpit with
solid dodger, aft cabin, 84 HP dependable engine, and
everything you need to start your adventure. Delivery to
the west coast of Mexico might be considered. Asking
price is $82,000. Our aim is to downsize to a 36-38 ft
boat, under 10 tons, due to limitations of our club, so
any offers of a trade/part trade for a similarly equipped
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and dependable boat in BC, Pacific NW, or Mexico’s
west coast will be considered. For more information
and detailed inventory please contact jgnadeau@
hotmail.com. Please allow for Internet lapses due
to our itinerary this season. We will be cruising the
Panamanian coast to Cartagena then into the Caribbean
until April.

For Sale: Ustupu is a 31' offshore cruiser designed by
Stan Huntingford, who designed the Rafiki 37, Maple
Leaf 52, and Passport 51. She is cutter-rigged with a
removable baby stay; Airex cored fibreglass hull and
balsa core deck, built to the same scantlings as the
Maple Leaf 48, by a local engineer under the watchful
eye of Huntingford himself. Currently located in
Hilo, Hawaii. Full ad on Craigslist: http://honolulu.
craigslist.org/big/boa/3739213790.html.
Price: $43,900. Contact me at dan.schro@gmail.com
for more details.
For Sale: Achilles 8' dinghy in excellent condition.
New Achilles wood-ply floor; double skin on bottom
of tubes. Will take up to 8-hp outboard. Paddles, repair
kit, carrying bag, and bow spray cover included. $625
or best offer. jgnadeau@shaw.ca.

Tradewinds
For Sale: 47.7' Bristol sailboat in excellent condition.
No expense spared to maintain the beauty and
comfort of this bluewater liveaboard. Built in 1992,
Iridium underwent a total refit in 2009.
Safety features we added: New sails by Carol
Hasse, new rod rigging, and new Yanmar 75hp
engine. Dedicated davit, winch, gate, and boarding
ladder for man-overboard retrieval. Extra high
volume bilge pump (3600 gal/hr) with its own
separate 2" drain hose leading in straight line
aft through the transom. Latches added to all
floorboards, locks, bars, or straps securing all
lockers, fridge/freezer doors. Iridium can withstand
a knockdown without shifting the weight of all
dumped contents to the downside of the boat; this
permits her to right herself more easily. Cockpit with
its own radar, chart plotter and radio, no need to go
below to check position or transmit. Mast-mounted
fog-horn/loudspeaker with automatic signaling. 40kg
Rocna anchor and 300' of chain. Shark Drogue with
bridle and 300' of line. Emergency steering tiller.
Added nav/com features: AIS (transmit/receive),
new VHF, new Iridium sat phone, new SSB with
Pactor modem, two new chartplotters.
Comfort features: New bimini, dodger with full
cockpit enclosure by La Fabrica, new upholstery,
new Force 10 oven, new ElectroSan waste water
sterilizer. New Spectra watermaker plumbed into two
tanks, each with separate auto shut off when filled.
New Webasto hot water heating system, new Dry
Zone dehumidifier system.
Electrical: new AGM house battery bank (650 amp
hrs), new inverter/charger, new solar panels, and
new ‘Smartplug’ shore power connections.
General description: Centre cockpit sloop (we
added removable inner forestay and running back
stays). Electric in-mast furling main sail. Roller
furling head sail. Centreboard 5' draft up, 11' draft
down; best used to dampen rolling in heavy swells.
8 Kw diesel generator, two air conditioner/reverse
heaters, two heads. Aft cabin with centerline queen
accessible from both sides. Both heads with showers,
aft with separate shower stall. Galley located on
starboard side at base of companionway – easy to
pass food for cockpit dining.
No other sailboat is comparable for the same
price. Currently moored in Puerto Vallarta but can
be transported to BC. Asking $450,000. Contact
melstorrier@gmail.com.

For Sale: Tides
End, a beautifully
maintained, one-owner
Fraser 42, Interior
professionally
renovated in 1988.
Completely updated
for offshore cruising
in 2000. Presently
moored in Rio Dulce,
Guatemala. A great
place to start your
world cruising; most
everything you need
comes with the boat.
Canadian registered.
Excellent offshore cruiser with center cockpit; aft cabin
and large V-berth; one head; nice galley with fridge/
freezer and a three-burner Force 10 stove with oven.
Spectra 200 gallon-per-day watermaker. C240 Isuzu
engine, new in 2000. Six sails, Harken roller furling; three
45-watt solar panels and a Rutland 913 Wind generator.
Also included is a 10' 2" West Marine dinghy with a 15hp
Yamaha o/b, new in 2009. Asking $80,000 CDN. For a
complete inventory list and recent photos, please contact
Reg on email at ve0reg@telus.net.

For Sale: 49' Wauquiez Centurion. Immaculate condition;
ready to cruise. Great interior comfort. Fast passagemaking ability. Fully equipped. Located in La Paz, Mexico
– gateway to great cruising. Price $210,000. For full
details, contact Jill at jillyboat@yahoo.com or phone at
778-863-5667.

continued on page 36
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For Sale: 1982 Catalina 30. We have two boats
(nice but not practical), so the Catalina 30 has to
be sold. We have maintained and redone a lot of
the boat, from custom North Sails fully-battened
main; bottom redone; new 3-burner propane stove
with oven; two-speed self-tailing Anderson winches
for jib. We are asking $35,000. We also have (and
will not sell unless the Catalina sells) a tripleaxle, custom-built trailer. The boat is currently
located on Kootenay Lake, but we have the ability
(and experience) to move the boat elsewhere,
cost negotiable. Contact Dave and Diane Cherry,
cherrys4@telus.net, (h) 250-352-5646,
(c) 250-354-8566.

For Sale: Wyndspree is a Stan Huntingford
designed 53-foot ketch ideal for offshore cruising
and living aboard. She is offered for sale at
$160,000. She was built in Burnaby, British
Columbia by Don Kemp and launched in1979
after a seven-year build. She has a cutaway full
keel, airex-cored fibreglass hull, and balsa-cored
fibreglass deck. Ballast is 16,000 pounds of lead
encapsulated in the keel.
Features include: new (2010 - 60 hours) Volvo
Penta D2-55F diesel inboard, Quicksilver 310
inflatable, 15 HP Yamaha 4 stroke outboard,
hydraulic anchor windlass, recent complete
electrical rebuild including 2.5 kilowatt inverter
with 130-amp charger, 600-watt pure sine wave
inverter, four 80-watt solar panels, 4-burner
propane stove with oven, propane on-demand
water heater, Frigo-boat freezer / fridge, Dickinson
diesel Alaska heater, Raymarine C-70 chart plotter
with depth sounder; radar, VHF radio.
More information and photos available at:
http://wyndspree.webs.com/.
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For Sale: Make your dreams come true by sailing away in
this offshore-ready, professionally custom-built, cutter-rigged
sailboat. This one-owner Fraser 41 has crossed the Pacific with
a family of four and is now located in the Caribbean and ready
to go again. Homers’ Odyssey has logged 40,000 miles to date
with only 2800 hours on a 4-cyl Isuzu. New Main, Yankee,
Awlgrip, AIS, VHF, primary chain, batteries, chart plotter. Two
outboards, life raft, dinghy, cruising sails including spinnaker,
storm sails, drogue, SSB, Pactor modem, two sounders, 4
anchors, solar panels, etc. Please contact Stan and Lynn Homer
at stanlynn@gmail.com for more pictures and a complete list
of equipment. Owners are looking to cruise a trawler on the
West Coast of Canada. $89,000 US.
For Sale: Catalina 380 (2000). We are about to list our great
Catalina 380, SeaQuill, with a broker. She is now for sale since
we have bought a catamaran in the BVI and are going directly
to cruising. She is a fantastic PNW boat that is offshore capable.
The 380 is heavy for a Catalina, carrying over a Morgan design,
which makes her very sea-kindly. Currently located in the
Blaine Marina. If anyone is interested, I can provide much more
detail/Pics, etc. Contact Peter Wagschal at
pwagsc@hotmail.com.
For Sale: Alajuela 38' Cutter. A traditional Colin Archer
designed double-ender, constructed of hand laid fibreglass
in excess of Lloyds’ standards. The Alajuela 38 is a heavy
displacement vessel with a long, deep, full-length keel for
maximum stability and sea kindliness. She is designed as a
heavy weather cruising cutter for people who want to sail the
oceans. With 839 square feet of sail, the Alajuela rivals many
comparable, light displacement sailing vessels and due to her
large rudder, is surprisingly responsive. She is designed with
one purpose − to provide a safe comfortable passage for her
crew. Equipped for offshore, with full electronics, de-salinator,
self-steering gear, etc. Email ed.mcclanahan1@hotmail.com.

Tradewinds

For Sale: Walker Bay Odyssey Air floor Inflatable, Model
AF 240. 7' 11" length, 60" beam. Hypalon model. Main
tubes - 16.5" - 3 chambers. Air floor, 2 chambers. Pump,
oars, carry case, and repair kit. 5-years-old but never used
– stored inside – like-new condition. $950 obo. Yamaha
2.5 long shaft 4-stroke also available - see separate ad. Rick
Ellis, 250-544-2230.
For Sale: 8' Mercury Inflatable Dinghy.
Location: Squamish. Contact: Geraldine 604-898-1740.
For Sale: Avon dinghy / Honda outboard engine. Dinghy
-- Avon Rover 2.8 meter. Hypalon, 3-piece plywood floor,
plywood transom. 8 hp maximum. With folding oars,
foot pump, nylon case. Includes custom-made Sunbrella
“chaps” (to protect the fabric from sunlight), and
inflatable-tire dinghy wheels, usable in soft sand. $300.
Outboard Engine -- Honda BF2D - 2 hp 4-stroke, new
2004, serviced 2013. Centrifugal clutch, air-cooled. $300.
Price for dinghy and engine together, $500.
Contact Charles Cohen at cpcohen1945@yahoo.com
or 604-537-1255.
For Sale: 2007 Walker Bay Genesis 310FTD rigid bottom
inflatable in excellent shape. 17" Hypalon tubes. Deluxe
model with extra storage, folding stern, 3 air chambers,
storage bag, beach wheels, extendable oars. Rated for
15hp. Fast, stable, and very dry. Last used summer 2012.
$4,000 new, $2,200 now. Contact Richard Burkmar,
rburkmar@shaw.ca, 250-743-5341.

CREW
Delivery Crew, Mentor. We are a well experienced,
uncomplicated couple, available on short notice, to do a
long or short passage. We like to deliver boats all over the
world, whether with or without the owners on board. We
provide seamanship training and boat handling. We can
do emergency repairs and maintenance on diesel, outboard
engines, electrical wiring, plumbing, wood-work, fibreglass
and epoxy repair, knots, bends, rope and line splicing,
sail repair, and we’re good cooks. Check out our complete
résumé at https://bluewatercruising.site-ym.com/forums/
posts.asp?group=&topic=513257&DGPCrPg=1&hhSea
rchTerms=Crew&#Post513257
Anders Lonnqvist and Elizabeth Angst, 604-321-2054,
pjukala45@yahoo.com.

Crewing Opportunity: I am going to head down to
Chiapas, Mexico in April 2014 to bring Cypraea
up to at least La Cruz, maybe as far as San Carlos.
Contact me if you’re interested in crewing. Dave
Wyness, daveandjenniewyness@gmail.com.

Available to Crew: I’m looking for bluewater
experience and interested in crewing positions around
the Pacific islands, ultimately making my way to
Australia. If anyone is looking for crew, can suggest
the best places to look for crewing positions, or
has any other tips on how to prepare, what training
to have, etc., I would greatly appreciate it. I’m a
23-year-old male, with 3 years’ experience pleasure
and commercial crewing, sail and power, on coastal
waters around Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii,
4 years as a commercial diver, 1 year wood-working
experience, aspiring photographer and videographer,
1 year experience professional detailing, exterior and
interior, ISPA Competent crew and Pleasure Craft
Operator’s license. Nate Martin Kopjar,
nkopjar@gmail.com, (T) 250-247-9334,
(C) 778-977-8435.

ELECTRONICS
For Sale: 1. C-Map Max Mega-Wide Electronic Chip,
South America incl. Galapagos, South Caribbean,
USA Gulf coast, $CDN 250. 2. AIS Receiver, Smart
model SR161, $CDN 100. 3. Horn Loud Hailer - New
in box, Sonax 6-12 V DC, Model SP-30, $CDN 20.
Please email David or Carol at
nuagesail@gmail.com or call
604-961-5381 or 250-891-8751.
Information Wanted:
Where is the best place to have the batteries replaced
for an EPIRB? We have a $400 quote and it seems a
bit high. Contact Campbell Good, cgood@ccg.bc.ca.
For Sale: 3D printer, it makes any part you design
very easily in ABS plastic or nylon, for parts like flex
couplings, bushings, etc. I will include training and
any help needed to design and print parts. For more
info, please email Pjensen11@hotmail.ca. Selling
price $1250, ready to go.

continued on page 38
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For Sale: Garmin GMR 18HD Radar. The unit still has all
cables etc. in original packaging and the unit is in brand
new condition. Call Tony 250-850-4291, location Victoria.
For Sale: EPIRB. Pains Wessex ‘SOS’ Rescue 406 EPIRB.
Made by McMurdo Ltd, Portsmouth, UK. This unit tests
OK, but the battery expiration date is 2006. $100.
Contact Charles Cohen at cpcohen1945@yahoo.com
or 604-537-1255.

CHARTS
For Sale: East Coast USA Mainland to Gulf of Mexico
charts. Contact Jill Baty at 778-863-5667 or
email jillyboat@yahoo.com.
Wanted: Paper charts for BC. We are looking for paper
charts to backup our electronic charts for BC. Areas
needed are from White Rock to Prince Rupert including
Mainland inside passage, East and West coast of
Vancouver Island. Tom Baker, tombaker661@gmail.com.
Wanted: C maps for Furuno. I have an older Furuno chart
plotter and radar unit, probably about 2005. I am looking
for someone who has upgraded their unit to a newer one
and has old C-maps to dispose of. I have Vancouver area
and Cape Caution to Portland Canal.
I would like Vancouver Island charts; anything else local
would be useful. Contact Bill Bourlet,
bbourlet@shaw.ca, (h) 604-739-1897, (c) 604-880-7282.

For Sale: 1990-era Hydrovane unit $2800 OBO. This
unit has been around the world once and still works like
new. Has older remote course setting wire system with
broken plastic guides (does not affect functionality).
Includes vane, control head, shaft, and rudder. Price does
not include the brackets as I plan to upgrade to the new
model with the larger rudder. We would work together to
include the brackets for your boat when I order the new
model. We have used the vane extensively and it works
fine, but feel we are at the upper end of the displacement
limits with the rudder. This would be a perfect option and
great deal for >40 ft light-to-medium displacement easy
to balance boat. Check out http://www.hydrovane.com/
our-product/parts/ for a full listing of what’s changed vs.
buying new to make sure this lower-than-half-price unit
will work for you. Contact Gary Peacock for more details,
gpeacock@lhits.net, 604-221-4855.
For Sale: Genuine CQR anchor in excellent condition, hotdipped galvanized in 2013, $300. Two 75-watt Siemens
solar panels in good condition, $100 each. Contact David
Boyer at dboyer@aercoindustries.com
or 604-861-1538.
For Sale: Self-ascending gear. Safely pull yourself to the
top of the mast with a pulley reduction system. Included
are a seat harness, carabiner, and self-arrester for extra
safety. Will handle 65' mast. Location Victoria. $150.
Call Tony, 250-850-4291.

OTHER GEAR

For Sale: 36" 30,000 lb Gale Rider Drogue,
complete with 250' of 3/4" Braided Line. Location Victoria.
$150. Call Tony, 250-850-4291.

For Sale and Wanted to Buy: I have a Manson Supreme
anchor 35# that I want to sell - it doesn’t fit my bowsprit
and I am looking for an Icom 802 SSB; a code zero
top-down furler; and a full set of scuba gear in a large size.
John Gleadle, super07@shaw.ca.

For Sale: Freezer SS engine-driven compressor and holding
plate; will sell separately. Also have lots of small items for
sale. Kent Webster, webtri@telus.net.

Flopper Stopper Opportunity: I’m going to be building a
flopper stopper along the lines of the Magma unit and
wonder if anyone else wants one built as well. They
should come in around $200 and will be built at least as
good as the commercial ones. If you are interested get in
touch with me at super07@shaw.ca. John Gleadle.
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For Sale: Yamaha 15 HP, 2 stroke motor for sale.
Runs well, looks ugly; perfect for offshore. $250.
Tel. 604-961-0417; nuagesail@gmail.com.
For Sale: New Triple b 5/16" chain 100-125 feet $2.50/
foot. Contact Bill at william_jackson@shaw.ca.

Tradewinds
Partnership Wanted: Anyone interested in buying a
Sailrite sewing machine as a partnership and splitting
the cost? http://www.sailrite.com/Ultrafeed-LSZ-1Walking-Foot-Sewing-Machine.
Contact Trevor, tmccaw@gmail.com.
For Sale: Stainless Anchor. Have two of these and need to
reduce. 60lb stainless welded CQR. $250. obo.
Call Ted at 250-792-3512.
For Sale: Small spinnaker, $350. Asymmetric cruising
chute with sock and turtle. Luff 27', foot 16'. Would
suit a Perry-designed Mirage 25 or similar boat. Red
and blue. Sail fabric in good condition, some rust stains.
Small tear in sock. Contact Don Brown at
delta_e_bravo@hotmail.com.
For Sale: 80 Amp Marine Alternator - Hitachi style dual
foot 31/8" Series 70 - to suit Yanmar etc. Used 2 seasons
- C/W Xantrex smart regulator, wiring harness, and HD
1/4" thick universal mounting arm. $125. complete.
Call Gary at 250 286 1175, ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Gori Folding Propeller 15" x 10 Pitch x 11/8"
bore. Freshwater use only C/W nut, 51" SS 11/8" Prop
Shaft (I will cut it down to your length), and 11/8" shaft
coupling to suit Yanmar. Out of a 38' C&C Landfall
33Hp Yanmar. Shaft has very minor wear at cutlass and
no wear at packing, as it was used with a PSS seal.
$450 complete. Call Gary 250 286 1175,
ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: Anchor chain. 200' of half-inch,
BBB (rated for half-inch windlass), galvanized anchor
chain. Excellent condition. Have original invoice. Sale
price, $650. Contact David at 604-574-0429,
or takapuna14@gmail.com.
For Sale: Classic Knowsley 2-speed winches. See my ad
on EBay: http://www.ebay.ca/itm/261274658020?ssPa
geName=STRK:MESELX:IT&_trksid=p3984.m1558.
l2649#viTabs_0. Will consider any reasonable offer.
Contact Jean Baillargeon, enzojeanb@me.com,
(h) 604-837-3581.

For Sale: ATN Gale Sail and drogue. Sail, 100 sq ft.,
brand new, never used. Good for a 36' – 43' boat. See
video clip for more info on the ATN Gale Sail:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReDaR8FNZ9s.
Paid $960, asking $600 or reasonable offer.
Drogue, $50. Contact Carole Downes, kenandcarole@
gmail.com, (h) 604-574-3913.
For Sale: Bottom paint. 2 gallons Interspeed 6200NA
BLACK – TBT Free CDP Antifouling (contained in
a 5-gallon can). Fresh paint, purchased on May 23,
2013. $225. OBO. Contact Ane Street 604-734-8805.
For Sale: Boat Items and Fishing Gear. We have a large
number of boat items as well as fishing gear items
that we no longer need and would like to liquidate.
You can view lists of those items on our Kijiji Ad ID
499543836 and Ad ID 494557647.
For Sale: Natures Head Composting Toilet, which
meets all ‘No Discharge’ regulations for U.S. waters
and is a U.S. Coast Guard Approved and Certified
Type III marine head. Dimensions are: 20" tall, 17¾"
front to rear, 13" wide at the base, and 16¼" wide
at the seat. I paid over $1,100 with shipping and
handling for this Natures Head and Nicro Day / Night
exhaust fan. Asking $800. Call Paul, 604-722-4430.
For Sale: 1.5-ounce heavy-air spinnaker or rugged
cruising chute. 90° head (good for reaching, flying
without a pole, or converting to cruising chute). Luff
= 47' 10", Foot = 26' 6", Colors = Blue, red, yellow,
white. Easily converted to a cruising chute. There
are 4 small chafe patches on the sail in the area that
would be removed if converted to a cruising chute.
Good condition, $700 obo. Rick Ellis, 250-544-2230.
For Sale: Yamaha 2.5 Four Stroke Outboard. 2007
model. Used for 2 hours and then stored inside –
like-new condition. Tool kit and manual included.
Also available Inflatable - see separate ad. $875 obo.
Rick Ellis, 250-544-2230.
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For Sale: Jordan Series Drogue, suitable for 18,000-lb
boat. Never used. $400. Florentino Para-sea anchor, for
boat up to 10,000 lb. Never used. $150. Swiftsure Life
raft, 4 person, stowed in Valaise. Never used, $500.
John Humphries, 250-758-9372.
For Sale: Navtec Series 7 Integral Backstay Adjuster.
Rebuilt last year by Blackline.
Has a very small oil weep at the handle.
Sell for $600 obo. Ted Bannister, 250-792-3512.
For Sale: 100-lb. Fisherman anchor; much too large for
our needs. $300. Jean Baillargeon, 604-837-3581.
For Sale: 750-litre flexible diesel tank for on-deck.
Not used much. Has valves. It is intended to be strapped
on deck for long voyages. Our boat has ample storage
now. Will trade for rigging parts for large boat or $300.
J. Woodman, 778-785-3724.
For Sale: Hydrovane self-steering unit for sale - X+10
shaft, ‘A’ bracket, plus normal package. Great unit but
no longer required. Paid over $8,000 including shipping
(comes from the UK). Asking $5,000 or reasonable offer.
ATN Gail sail, 100 sq ft. Brand new, never used. Paid
$960, asking $500 or reasonable offer. Drogue, $50.
Ken Downes, 604-574-3913.
For Sale: V-Berth tank from a 38' Sailboat. Suitable for
water or holding tank. Previous usage for water. 32"
long, 39" wide, 18" depth, gauge 1/2" thick nylon.
Replacement metal tank for fuel cost $1000. Location
Vancouver Island. ckellygwessel@gmail.com.
For Sale: 3/8" braided polypropylene line, spool 13"
high x 11.5" OD (600', I think), $50. Life Raft − DBC
4-person raft, in valise. DBC now calls this a ‘Swiftsure’
raft. New in 2004, re-packed (‘offshore pack’) by DBC in
2010. $1,000. Note: If DBC condemns the unit during
inspection and re-packing, within 60 days, I’ll refund
the purchase. Autopilot hydraulic pump − AutoNav
PF0.3G. This pump will also work with ComNav
autopilots, and any other autopilot that uses a 12VDC
reversing-motor pump set. We used its twin on Right
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Galah for 4,000 miles. $200. http://www.autonav.com/
html/anav4003.htm. Lifesling (original) with 3-to-1
lifting tackle and blue Sunbrella cover. $150. Manual
bilge pump (‘crash pump’) − Jabsco ‘Amazon’ 22-gpm
pump, mounted on plywood board 21"x11". With 20'
of 1.5" bilge pump hose, strainer, and anti-reverse valve.
$50. First-Aid Kit. When we went south in 2004, we took
the Bluewater-sponsored first aid course, and bought the
‘Everything-included’ first aid kit. There’s an oxygen tank
and mask, a neck-immobilizer brace, and other gear − see
the original invoice for a list. Fortunately, we never had
to use it. And it’s now for sale. A very extensive collection
of items, original cost $980, now $300. Note − a few
chemicals have expired. They are non-prescription, and
replaceable for low cost. The oxygen tank reads 1500 psi,
same as new. Contact Charles Cohen at
cpcohen1945@yahoo.com or 604-537-1255.

ACCOMMODATION/HOUSE SITTING
Wanted, Membership in the Vancouver Rowing Club:
My name is Russ Alfreds and I am looking for a member
of the Vancouver Rowing Club who knows me and can
recommend me for membership. Please email me at
russ.alfreds@gmail.com.
Wanted, a Loving Home for Two Wonderful Dogs:
Sophia and I (Rob) have been living and working in the
Canadian Arctic since 2006; currently living in Baker
Lake, Nunavut. We have two great and loving dogs, Loka
and Jack, both females. We’re taking a one-year sabbatical
from work to go sailing on the Canadian west coast on our
32' sailboat. Our boat is too small: Both dogs don’t agree
with the boating lifestyle, and really need a place to stretch
their legs and roam (they get seasick). We are looking for
a loving home or homes for the dogs, preferably as a pair
as they’ve grown up together. We will be returning to the
Arctic after our year off, but have noticed that the dogs are
getting more sensitive to the harsh winters (can be as low
as -60°C). So we are looking for a permanent loving home
for them. This is not easy for us but we want the best for
our dogs. We would prefer a home with property (farm/
ranch/hobby farm or home with large lot).
About the dogs:
Loka is spayed and had her shots (rabies/distemper) in
September 2013. She is a mix of sorts, dominantly Border
collie with some husky, at 40-lbs. We got Loka in 2006
at approximately 1 year+ of age from the local pound as
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a rescue dog, in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories.
Because of her street days in Yellowknife, she is very
independent and very clever. She cowers and gets
nervous with the sounds of lightning, beep sounds
from smoke detectors, gun shots, and the ‘F’ word.
She is housebroken and not a chewer. She is dainty,
quiet, and awesome inside homes (very calm) and
on her leash for walks. Off her leash, she’s a bit of a
kook and likes to run around and mock you. She will
return only when she’s ready, but chasing and yelling
at her is futile (this is her independent streak). Loka
loves the words ‘walk’ and ‘run’, and loves herding
and chasing other animals (not other dogs). She has
herded muskox and caribou, loves ground squirrels
and arctic hare. She does well with other dogs and
people/children.
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Jack is less complicated. She is also spayed and had
her shots (rabies/distemper) in September 2013. She
is a lab/husky mix, more lab, at 70-lbs. We got her as
a stray puppy, roaming Cambridge Bay, Nunavut in
2007. She is a very loving, dopey dog. She is obedient
and listens well, loves her walks and nap times. Jack
is housebroken, and not a chewer. She has her own
chew toys, which are hers. Loka doesn’t get the whole
‘toy thing’, she is too mature for toys. Jack loves
watching TV shows that feature animals and alien
creatures; loves watching horses, and dislikes scary
creatures on TV. She loves children, people, and most
other dogs; occasionally she does have issues with
other female dogs.
Contact Rob Harmer and Sophia Granchinho at
867-793-2099 or sailingpups@hotmail.ca.
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From Blue Tale’s Galley
This month’s recipe is another contribution from members Rob Harmer
and Sophia Granchinho, who live in Baker, Nunavut, and keep their
Westsail 32, Blue Tale, in Cowichan Bay.

Sophia’s Chunky Caribou Barley Soup
Serves 6 hungry people
Ingredients
• 2 Tbs. butter or coconut oil
• 4 garlic cloves, finely chopped
• 1 medium onion, chopped
• 250 g mushrooms, sliced
• 4 celery stalks, sliced
• 750 g stewing caribou, cut into cubes
• 3 carrots, sliced
• 3/4 cup pearl barley
• 1/2 can of 28 fl. oz.
(796 ml) chopped tomatoes
• 5½ cups beef broth or stock
• 2 tsp. chili powder
• 1/2 tsp. cumin
• 2 tsp. salt
• 1/2 tsp. coarse-ground black pepper

Directions
1.	In a large skillet or Dutch oven, melt butter or coconut
oil; add garlic, onion, mushrooms and celery. Cook
over medium heat for 5 minutes, until onion is soft.
2.	Place meat in pan; cook, stirring occasionally until
caribou cubes are well-browned.
3.	Add carrots, barley, tomatoes, beef stock and
seasonings; simmer over low heat for 2 hours.
[Or place in slow-cooker and cook at high for
4 hours or low for 8 hours.]
4.	Soup can be allowed to cool and then reheated to
boiling point before serving. If too thick, add more
beef stock, tomato juice, or red wine.
NOTE: If you don’t have caribou in the freezer, substitute
stewing beef.
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